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0H4PTJSH I 

THE PROBLEM 

MM M£ £hg. 3tu<^. There is a definite shortage of 

competent string players today. In an article published in 

Etude magazine, Reginald Stewart discusses two reasons which 

are responsible for this shortage. 

j.oo little attention has been given to the 
teaching of stringed instruments. For several years 
there has been a "vanishing" orchestra in the general 
program of the public schools. . . It may be safely 
stated that this is due to two situations. First, 
the overemphasis on the band and underemphasls on 
the orchestra. . . and, second, the laolc of ability 
of the average instrumental teacher to promote a 
sound teaching program for orchestral instruments. 
There is a great scarcity of string teachers prepared 
to do class instruction.' 

A few years later John W* Kolnar published his ideas 

regarding the shortage of competent string players# 

Much has been written and said during the last 
few years concerning the shortage of string players 
in the schools, and the paucity of orchestras in the 
instrumental programs of high schools. Among the 
reasons for this lack of strings is the tremendous 
growth of bands. Many prospective string players 
have joined the bands' ranks because of the pageantry, 
the appeal of the qua si-military organization and 
activities, the uniforms, etc. . .2 

According to Gilbert Waller, there is a specific need 

* Reginald Stewart, "The Orchestra in Education," 
Itude. LIX (September, x95l)» p. 13* 

2John vf. Moln ar, "Band as a Source of String 
Performers," The Instrumentalist, XIII (November, 1958), 
pp. 36-37# 
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for viola, cello, and. string bass players in the schools.J 

Waller feels that the shortage of string players on these 

particular Instruments is due primarily to four basic 

faotors, these being: lack of provision in school policy for 

the purchase of these instruments; instruction offered for 

violin students only; lack of adequately trained teachers; 

and, the parent's inability or desire to buy large instru-

4 ments. 

Among the numerous other reasons cited by authorities 

for the lack of competent string players are (t) inferior 

quality instruments, (2) an exaggerated and false concept 

of difficulty of mastery, (5) the desire for quick results, 

(4) the promotion of sales by band instrument companies, 

(5) competitive extracurricular activities, (6) young 

students' desire to 3oin the organisation to which their 

friends belong, (7) the idea that an orchestra costs more 

to maintain than a band, and (8) the community's preference 

for a band over an orchestra. 

Pur-pose of the Study. This study is an attempt to 

discover ways in which the string program may be sufficiently 

improved to make the shortage of adequate string players less 

critical, as well as to suggest teaching methods and 

Gilbert R. Waller, "Building and Holding Interest in 
the Lower Strings," The Instrumentalist. V (October, 1950), 
p. 30. 

4Ibld. 
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prooedures to be followed by teachers la establishing and 

maintaining a successful string program. It Is hoped that 

these suggested procedures will help those teachers not 

specifically trained la string Instruction to better 

understand and meet the problems involved. 

Score of the Study. This study is limited to the 

organization of the string program and suggested procedures 

dealing with the instruction only as they relate to 

beginning string students. 

Method of Investigation. The preparation of this 

paper is based upon research, string clinic lectures, and 

interviews with string players. 



CHAPTER II 

ORGANIZING THE STRING PROGRAM 

Prqmotin.- the String Program. Promotion of the 

string program can be accomplished In innumerable ways, 

limited only by a teacher's ingenuity and diligence. In 

an article written for Etude magazine, Henri Temianka 

discusses one method in which the teacher can supply 

"glamour and excitement" to the string program through 

oo-operation with a concert artist. 

An artist of standing who visits a community for 
the purpose of giving a concert, is usually the 
object of a good deal of gracious hospitality and 
publicity in connection with the event. If, instead 
of directing all this publicity towards himself, the 
artist (can be persuaded to show) genuine interest in 
the public school string program, he can channel much 
of tlie pu blic interest towards that program and 
render a considerable public service. To begin with, 
he should call attention to the string program in his 
press and radio Interviews. This will have a strong 
psychological effect. Por the inescapable meaning to 
be inferred is that the artist regards this program 
as so highly important, that he wishes to be linked 
and associated with it. And the immediate reaction 
of his local readers and listening audience is bound 
to be that it is important to them, also.' 

Mark H. Hind si ey, In his book School Band and 

Orchestra Administration, discusses the publicity values 

derived from performing for community affairs. 

Playing for community affairs is a privilege as 
well as an obligation, so long as It does not become 
too burdensome. All the civic clubs are usually 
Interested in having the band, orchestra, a soloist, 

^Henri Temianka, "A Challenge to the Concert 
Violinist," Etude, LXX (July, 1952), p. 19. 
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ensemble appear on their programs occasionally 
?? appearance adds to their program, gives 

v luaole experience to the soloist or organization 
Playing, and keeps the instrumental music department 
in the public eye.^ 

hinds ley also points out the advantages of speaking 

beiore various groups about the music program. 

In addition to providing musioal numbers for 
civic programs the director should avail himself of 
all opportunities to speak to various clubs on his 
instrumental music work. Hie creation of community 
Interest is essential for the perpetuation of the 
work. If the public knows what is being done In the 
music education program and understands the values to 
be derived from such a program, It cannot help being 
interested, and Interest brings support, both moral 
and financial.-' 

In many areas school officials are reluctant to 

promote string inst3?uctlon if it has not previously been 

included in the music program. Reasons given for this 

attitude are usually (1) the band is quicker and easier to 

develop to the performance level, or (2) an orchestra costs 

too much. John W. Molaar, In an article written for The 

Instrumental1st magazine, answers the first objection. 

It is claimed that a band Is developed much 
quicker and easier than, an orchestra. This is not 
true, except,perhaps tonally in the early stages of 
development. 

Regarding the expense of the orchestra, Molaar 

mentions the lack of necessity for uniforms, a major item 

in the band's budget.5 At most, capes are purchased for the 

Slark H» Hlndsley, School MM Afalixls 
tratlon. (Mew York: Boosey & Hawkes, Inc., 1940), p. >4. 

3ibjd. ^Molnar, 0£. clt., p. 37. 



orchestra, and those at far below the cost of a full band 

uniform. Based on the findings of Thomas A. Wesson, the 

dllference between the cost of equipping a band and equipping 

an orchestra is almost sufficient to pay a teacher's salary.6 

The fact that string instruments do not wear out the way 

wind Instruments do must be considered also. 

String instrument companies can do much to promote 

string programs, just as wind instrument companies have 

boosted the interest in band, programs. Literature dealing 

with methods of promotion is readily available through 

manufacturers and dealers of stx-ing Instruments. 

I-xotlvatlnp Students. The prestige accorded to the 

school orchestra motivates the students of that school to 

join the organization. Temlanka suggests association with 

concert artists to help insure the status of the group.? 

In Temianka's words, 

The visiting artist-teacher can do much. . . 
Li thin the time limits of his stay la a community, he 
can offer to visit one or more schools, and, if he is 
a string player, attend string rehearsals, accept 
invitations to talk to the students, conduct a 
rehearsal. To the students this is of course a 
tremendous stimulus, lifting them out of their 
everyday routine and bringing them into personal 
contact with the visitor to their town, . , 

^Thomas A. Wasson, "A Recommended String Program j.or 
the Public Schools of Mississippi* (unpublished faster s 
thesis, The University of Mississippi, University, 1957), 
p. 39. 

^Temianka, loo. cit. 
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, P^ess can be invited to report on these mat-

W?rd and Picture» and" the students,° 
fi? ?? thea®ely®s temporarily the center of public 

l0^* Publioiy liziked with their teacher* and the 
a+THwCT* i begin to find a® much or more glamour in 
ring playing as In any other organization.0 

Arthur C. Hills, in an article xcritten for the School 

magazine, suggests several means for further 

onpnasizlng the school string program.^ He recommends that 

the orchestra be given a vital role in the life of the 

school and that the high calibre of its contribution, be 

emphasized. Hills declares that nothing attracts prospective 

students to the study of orchestral Instruments so much as 

the creation of the Idea that the orchestra is an important 

and necessary part of the school and community.10 He further 

recommends that the teacher stress the selectivity of the 

orchestra in recruiting wind and percussion players. It 

should be pointed out that it is a distinct privilege for 

these players to belong to the orchestra. To make the 

program more attractive to boys, Hills suggests reminding 

them of the many fine male performers In the fields of both 

ll 
symphonic and Jazz music. 

There is general agreement among authorities that 

interest in the 3tudy of string instruments is stimulated if 

8It£d. 

^Arthur C. Hills, "Some Ideas on Promoting a Success
ful String Program," School Musician. XXXII (March, 1961), 
p. 42. 

i°ibid. 
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abundant opportunities are provided for students to hear 

individuals or performing groups# local groups who prepare 

programs for any occasion should be Invited to perform for 

demonstration purposes or for assembly programs. Some music 

stores send representatives to put on demonstrations after 

whioli students are allowed to hold and play the instruments. 

Occasionally, it is possible to arrange to have a string 

ensemble oonsistlng of fifth and sixth grade students play 

for the fourth graders; or to have the fourth graders visit 

an elementary instrumental class while it is in session. 

To further acquaint students with string instruments, 

charts showing the parts of all the string instruments, 

pictures of the instruments and weil-hnovm performers, or 

cartoons and drawings on musical sublets may be displayed 

on bulletin boards. 

The quality and quantity of a school's instruments 

i3 of vital importance in the motivation of students and the 

success of the program. filbert E« waller states that "as 

a rule, schools should furnish some of the instruments, 
* • -f 

particularly violas, cellos, and string basses, since these 
i  1  I  ;  m  |  P 1 • *  ; »  . $  :  -  \  '  m  •  *  

instruments are more expensive than violins to rent or 

purchase."^"" Those talented students, whose parents are 

financially unable to rent or purchase an instrument, will 

-^Gilbert r. Waller, "Recruiting of String flayers, 
Instruments for School Classes," Thf Instrumeatalis t. VII 
(October, 1952), p. 32. 



thus be given the opportunity to study music. The purchase 

of these instruments by the school will also insure the 

availability of low-stringed instruments for Interested 

students. 

All Instruments purchased should be of good quality, 

such as the Roth, Schuster, and Becker, and there must be 

among them some three-quarter and even one-half sizes for 

the smaller students.^ 

•Recruiting flayers. According to Gilbert R. Waller, 

actual recruiting for string olass should begin soon after 

school starts.1^ Waller believes string players can be 

successfully started in the fourth grade provided the music 

teacher is able to set up a schedule which allows him to 

meet his students at least twice a week without conflict 

with other subject matter.1^ 

In recruiting players for the string classes, however, 

Waller believes that the music teacher should carefully 

consider any physical handicaps the students might have 

which might hinder or prevent proficiency on a string instru

ment.16 He lists the following handicaps for the violin and 

13Gllbert R. Waller, "Preliminary Steps for String 
Glasses," The Instrumentalist. VII (September, 1952), p. 53. 

l4Gilbert R. Waller, "Recruiting of String Players, 
Instruments for School Classes," The. Xnstru^mentalist, /IX 
(October, 1952), p. 32. 

15Ibid. l6IM£* 



viola: 

( 1  ) rigid wrist, elbow and shoulder joints that 
prevent (the ieft) arm from "twisting" into position, 
i +•? 4 < * with very little or no movement 
in the joints, (3) muscle-bound hand Incapable of 
adjusting to the contour of the neck, and (4) excess
ively short, long, wide, or pointed fingers. 

And for the cello and bass, Waller lists: 

( 1 )  muscle-bound hand that won't spread, 
(2) excessively webbed hand that can't spread, and 
(3) unusually short fingers.A? 

Various sources point out that occasionally one finds an 

excellent player who has overcome one of these handicaps. 

However, unless a student shows grim determination and 

ambition, Waller feels it is wise to direct him to some 

other instrument which he will find easier to master? 

otherwise he may become discouraged and, as a result, turn 

from music entirely.1^ 

Mai nt^ning Interest. All authorities studied agree 

with Traugott Hohner that a teacher must be well-trained, 

enthusiastic, and interested in maintaining a successful 

string program if he is to play an Important role in holding 

student Interest.19 He stresses that the teaeher should he 

understanding and patient with his group, whatever their 

17Thld. 

^Traueott Rohner, "Assuring Success with the 
Instrumental Beginner," Jjja Instfuwntalls^, XIV (September, 

1959)# P* 58. 
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ability, and should maintain a discipline which is "not too 
Of) 

strict nor too easy. 

To hold the group's interest, Rohner continues, 

21 appropriate melodic material should be chosen. In general, 

the younger the student, the more melodic the material should 

be. Albert W* Wassell recommends the use of piano accom

paniments; individual playing in the form of a "relay", an 

exercise in which one student performs a few measures and 

stops, another student continues, and so on until the 

exercise is completed; rhythm and tempo variations in 

exercises keyed to children with fast, slow, and median 

learning ability; and the use of recordings to further 

stimulate interest in the beginning instrumental classes.22 

Mark H. Hindsley believes "a musical group thrives on 

performance." According to Hindsley, 

A reasonable number of performances scattered 
evenly throughout the school year is essential for 
stimulating progress of the instrumental music 
department. . . There must always be some goal ahead 
to provide incentive for the best possible work, some 
performance in which the band or orchestra will take 
pride in showing what it can do. . * The prosp ect of 
"aural Inspection" by the public will always bring 
out the best in a musical group. It is when there Is 
no immediate prospect of a performance that the band 
or orchestra is apt to drift along in a haphazard or 
careless manner.2-' 

"°Ibid. 21 Ibid. 

22Albert if, Wassell, "Maintaining Children's Interest 
in String Glass," The instrumentalist. XVI (April, 1962), 
pp. 50-51 <. 

23 
Hindsley, ojc. clt., p. 93. 
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Other studies are in general agreement with the 

statements of Hindsley regarding the importance of the 

parents in maintaining interest in the music program. 

Particularly interested in the work of the 
instrumental music department are the parents of the 
participating students, They are the ones who can see 
and appreciate the values of music and bands and 
orchestras. Most of them become very enthusiastic, 
and welcome an opportunity to help the work along 
in any way possible. The organization of parents 
clubs or mothers clubs is beneficial to most bands 
and orchestra, as it unites an interested adult body 
which will support the organizations to a marked 
degree. . . They not only will be able to help 
financially through various money-raising projects, 
and musically by seeing that their children do the 
right kind and amount of home practice, but also they 
will help influence public opinion and the school 
board in* the direction of adequate band and orchestra 
support. 24-

To promote and maintain interest in the viola, cello, 

and string bass, Waller recommends that the school policy 

include provision for the purchase of these instruments, 

that viola, cello, and string bass instruction be offered 

along with violin instruction, and that the teacher know 

the teaching problems characteristic of the viola, cello, 

and bass.25 It is also important that the teacher assures 

that the instruments be in good repair and alignment and 

that the music to be studied has interesting lower parts. 

Many teachers try tc circuit the lac* of interest shorn 

24Ibld., p. 94. 
25,,.,. R waiier, "Building and Holding Interest 
7 01i ??iin»s " Ihe Instrumentalist, V (October, 

in the Lower Strings, 
1950), PP« 30-31. 
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in the playing of lower strings by changing a violin student 

to a larger stringed instrument* According to Waller, 

changing a violin student to the viola, cello* or string 

bass in usually unsuccessful because the teacher, in the 

interest of expediency, tends to change either the weak 

violin students or those students who can be depended upon 

to be co-operative but who are unhappy with the change,2^ 

The student often loses interest If required to start all 

over again on a different instrument, or he may have a sense 

of having failed on the instrument on which he began. Waller 

believes that by using small sized instruments, children can, 

and should, be started on viola, cello, and string bass at 

the outset. 

Choosing: Correct Size Instrument# In an article 

published in The Instrumentalist magazine, Ralph S. Bush 

includes a detailed chart which shows student measurements 
OA 

as they correspond to instrument size. For example, a 

full size violin requires a left hand span of five to six 

inches and a right arm length of twenty-seven to thirty 

inches. The full size cello requires a six Inch left hand 

span, twenty-four inch right arm length, and a student 

26Ibid., p. 31, 2TIbld, 

2SRalph E. Rush, "Select Carefully the Bight Sized 
Instrument," The Instrumentalist. IV (November-December, 
1949), pp. 32-33. 
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haight of at least sixty inches. The three-quarter string 

base (accordinc to Rush, full size atrins basses are not used 

in elementary schools) demands a left hand span of six and 

one-half inches, right arm length of twenty-four inches and 

student height of not less than sixty Inches * fhe smaller 

size Instruments require progressively shorter hand span, 

arm length, and student body height,2^ 

Rush also explains how the music teaoher can measure 

arm length and hand span to determine which size instrument 

is most suitable for his students* 

Seoure measurement of height in usual manner, 
measure with a yardstick from the arm pit to the tip 
of the middle finger for the student's aim length, 
and the left hand span Is measured from the tip of 
the Index finger to the outstretched little finger 
tip, with the fingers spread as wide as possible. 
Whenever a borderline case appears, it is best to 
advise the use of the smaller size. An instrument 
that is too large will always cause bad habits and 
can only do harm to the player. 30 

Pare of instrument. Eor a successful string program 

the music teacher should make sure the instruments are in 

good condition. Gilbert R» Waller recommends that they be 

Inspected systematically before they are checked outi 

(1) cracks and unglued edges should be repaired, (2) finger

board should be checked for warp, (3) bridge should be 

29por more specific details concerning smaller 
instrument sizes, the reader is referred to the article by 
Ralph E. Rush. See preceding footnote, 

3QIhld., P. 32, 
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properly aligned, (4) pegs should be cheeked to see that 

they are easy to turn but do not slip, (5) tailpiece gut 

should be replaced if frayed, (6) false strings should be 

replaced, (7) soundposts should be straightened if necessary, 

(3) bows should be rehaired if needed, (9) improper string 

clearance at the scroll end of the finger board should be 

corrected, and (10) accessories such as shoulder pads and 

chin rests should be repaired if necessary*31 If the teacher 

is too unfamiliar with the instruments to check these items 

himself, he should take the instruments to a capable 

repairman where these things can be identified and corrected. 

If the instrument is In good condition before it is loaned 

to the child, he will tend to give it better care. 

Waller recommends that instruction in the care of the 

Instrument and bow be begun at the first meeting of the 

class.32 The following is his clearly defined outline for 

proper care: 

1. Keep the Instrument and bow in the case when not 

in use, 

2. Leave the strings pulled up to pitch* Do not 

loosen. 

3. Never leave the instrument near a radiator or 

heating outlet or in a cold draft. 

31 Gilbert R. Waller, "String Instruction Begins with 
Simple fundamental Steps," The Instrumentalist, VII 
(November-December, 1952), pp, 24-25* 

32ibld*. p. 25. 
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•r. Do not allow anyone other than the teacher to 

handle the Instrument* 
( t ;• • : 

5. Take good care of th© bow. Test for correct 

amount of tension and rehalr It when necessary. She latter 

Is needed much more often than la generally realized. 

Release "bow tension when not in use. 

6. With a soft cloth, wipe rosin dust from the top 

and sides of the instrument, strings, end of fingerboard, 

and bow stiok daily* 

According to Louis Potter, "Strings should be cleaned 

at regular intervals with alcohol" being sure the alcohol 

does not touch the varnish.^3 yhm rosin remains on the 

strings, humidity in the air will cause it to cake and in 

turn produce a whistling noise instead of a tone when the 

bow is drawn. There is a misconception among students as to 

the amount of rosin to use on the bow. Most believe the more 

the better, but this is false reasoning. If a grade A brand 

of rosin is used, and the bow hair is In good condition, very 

little rosin is necessary to make the bow cling to the strings 

for at least an hour of playing. 

In an article written, for Btude magazine, Harold 

Berkley discusses the proper method for applying rosin to 

the bow. 

Louis A. Potter, 'Cello Handbook. Fundamentals of 
'Cello Plavlng for Teachers and "students, (Urbanal University 
of Illinois, 1943), p. v* 
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and S!rbor flvf °E the oa]M at frog 
Is drawn slowly to °h2 ™f!fea Jre talcelli «»n the boi 
strokes afrSfe- the Bo w %Wh!rf a fe" more 3h0rt 
back to "» ?rog aiPorooe^ t? ??' 8Saln Sl0Wly' onr>« Rsr Lr r, «w.s process Is then repeated 
l'llra + n i»*i + enouS^ rosin should he on the nairs to last for an hour s nlaTlna' fha aar>-^^+ a 

t-Ir'tTpETSSSj 13 i,hat °aU3eB *• 

Berkley xurther explains that most new cakes of rosin 

have a highly polished surface so that it Is difficult for 

the bow hair to "bite" on them.35 A fow Ught> criss.cross 

scratches with the point of a knife will remedy this. 

Preparations differing in texture are made for the viola and 

cello. String bass rosin Is considerably coarser 

heavier. 

Class Instruction Compared to Private. In an article 

published in the School Musician magazine, Paul Holland 

compares the advantages of the class lesson over the private 

lesson. 

The student is almost always alone with the 
teacher, (in the private lesson) which has its 
advantage when it comes to a "heart-to-heart talk," 
or to a "shot in the arm," hut it also deprives the 
student from associations with colleagues. In some 
cases, the presence of other children in the room 
can relax a self-conscious student,J 

Sylvan Donald Ward also believes the class lesson 

3^"Harold Berkley, "Violinist's Porum," Etude. LXX 
(August, 1952), p. 25, 52. 

35Ibld.. p. 52. 

3^Paul Rolland, "Class Teaching? • » Private 
Teaching?" School Musician. LXX (March, 1959), p. 40, 
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has advantages not possible In the private lesson. 

process*. lt£a?wt;;£<\f0r ? student to compare his P ogress with that of his cxassmates. To vatv?n-r 
degrees then there Is the spirit ol joap.tlttS8 

men? S+IL®!!! ,drivinS f°roe in musical accomplish-
ent. students who otherwise are lazy feel a desire 
to study a little harder in order to keep up with or 
ahead of a olassmate.37 

Besides the social stimulus, Paul Holland cites 

other advantages of string class instruction* 

1. Time saving. Instead of six half hour private 
lessons the teacher can teach six pupils three times 
a week in a class Instead of Just once, and still 
save time. (The result is) more Intensive Instruc
tion (and) less dependence on home practicing during 
the early stages. 

2. Greater variety. Increased time provides 
opportunities for a better rounded curriculum, dealing 
with aspects of ensemble and ear training and 
rudiments of theory and appreciation, 

3. Better handling of the instrument. Frequent 
class lessons amount to supervised practicing. Thus 
the teacher can prevent the formation of bad habits 
and poor positions, often the earmarks of poor home 
work. 

38 4. Better sight reading. 

Some parents are reluctant to send their child to a 

private teacher at first because they are not sure the 

child's Interest will Justify the expense. The class 

lesson at school gives both the parents and the child an 

opportunity to discover how deep the interest lies, without 

37 
Sylvan Donald Ward, The Instrumental Director's 

Handbook. (Chicago: Rubank, Inc., 1940), p. 26, 

33 Rolland, 0£. clt,. p, 40-41, 
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requiring toe outlay of money for a musical Instrument or 

even tuition. 

In the class lesson, the competitive factor can 

produce excellent results if directed and encouraged by a 

viae teacher. Victor ifeidensee successfully uses the 

following activities in his instrumental music classes.39 

1. Bonus Day. One day a week students volunteer to 

play for an extra grade, called a bonus grade. Exercises 

played are those previously studied. The remaining members 

of the olass raise their hands as soon as a mistake is heard 

and another volunteer is permitted to perform. 

2. Chairs in the Section, The student plays an 

exercise previously studied and is Judged on the number of 

mistakes he makes. (This also insures the participation of 

the other members of the class.) If this technique is used 

often it allows the students more opportunity to try for a 

good recitation. 

3. Last Man Out. All students start playing together 

an exercise already studied. As soon as a student makes a 

mistake, he must stop playing. The last person to remain 

playing (the last man out) then proves his ability by playing 

the exercise without a mistake and is given a bonus grade or 

first chair, whichever has been decided upon previous to the 

contest. 

^Victor weidensee, "Motivating the Instrumental 
Class," Music Journal, XV (October, 1957), pp. 34, 66, 
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4. Solo or Ensemble bay. flie student performs before 

the entire class any composition that he desires, 

Paul Rolland realizes, however, that there are 

disadvantages to be found in class Instruction too.^° It has 

been his experience that a "member of a string class who does 

not practice alone tends to show poor tone quality," To 

produce a good tone quality, a sensitive ear must be 

developed and this can only be done by listening carefully 

while playing alone, Rolland also writes, "All too often 

students play with a blurred, scratchy tone quality with 

indistinct articulation due to lack of synchronized movements 

between fingers and bow, 

The student may also have poor intonation due to 

lack of practicing alone and to a lack of listening and 

discipline in practicing. 

The string class cannot always meet the needs of 

individual students with the result that it "holds back" 

some and "rushes" others, "Class teaching has a leveling 

tencency" that may not best serve the needs of the 

individual 3tudent. 

Homogeneous or Heterogeneous Classes.^2 .Ei,.A, Morris 

s ta te s, 

^Holland, loc. clt. ^Ibld. 

42 Homogeneous refers to a class consisting of all 
strings. Heterogeneous refers to a class consisting of 
strings plus wind instruments. 
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It has been argued that more individual 

can be given in a class of like instruments atJ?atlon 
maintain that higher interest is attained hv 0t?ers 
playing in a group of unlike instruments,^ puPlls 

Einar Hemstrom discusses his views on the adv^ntae-es 

and disadvantages of the heterogeneous class. 

The so-called mixed classes present problems th< t 
need serious consideration. This type of class Is 
not very practical at the very beginning of instru
mental study, but after the pupils are able to piav 
simple exercises and pieces it can be utilized to 
great advantage. (Interest is sparked by the) 
differences in the mechanism, fingering, embouchure 
transposition, (and) balance of group. Parts must ' 
be interesting, for the instrumentalist wants to play 
"pieces" not just "tones". The advantages of the 
mixed class begin to dwindle when you start playing 
three and four part music because attention has to" 
be focused on so many things. The mixed class 
requires an extremely efficient teacher. He must not 
only know the various Instruments extremely well but 
he must be an excellent musician in every sense of 
the word.4^ 

Most authorities studied agreed that one of the 

greatest advantages of heterogeneous grouping is the ensemble 

experience gained by each member. Seasons cited were 

( 1 )  a keener sense of intonation and rhythm are developed, 

(2) the student becomes aware of his part in relation to the 

others and acquires a sense of balance within the group, 

(3) the discipline of co-operation needed In playing 

together is Imposed, (4) a concept of leadership it taught 

^E. A. Morris, "Report on Beginning Prop-Outs," 
School Musician. XXVIII (April, 1957), p. 22. 

IrEinar Helmstrom, "Instrumental Music in the Grades," 
(unpublished Bachelor's thesis, lew England Conservatory of 
Music, Boston, 1933)f P« 21 
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through first chair position and, conversely, the importance 

o. being a good follower, (5) opportunities are provided for 

the instructor to explain concepts of harmony, counterpoint, 

and form, plus opportunities for the introduction of essential 

conducting patterns, and (6) opportunity is provided for 

more varied study of composers and styles. 

On the other hand Traugott Hohner declares that "the 

mixing of strings and winds in the same beginner's class is 

to be discouraged. "45 He believes that because each instru

ment poses so many different problems, the heterogeneous 

class cannot be handled effectively in the beginning stages. 

According to Hohner, a very basio disadvantage of heterogen

eous grouping is that the preferred keys for wind instruments 

are flat and those for the stringed instruments are sharp,46 

When a beginning string student must continually play with 

the first finger of the left hand pulled back (B^ for 

example), the left hand has a tendency to fall into an 

incorrect position. Violin students will invariably bring 

the wrist in toward the body of the instrument. 

Ability grouping through the use of test results, 

is recommended by B. A. Morris in an article written for 

47 School Musician magasine. The Seashore Talent Test, or 

45Traugott Hohner, "Teaching of Strings," The 
Instrumentalist• XIII (November, 1958)» P* 64. 

^Ibld.. pp. 64-65. ^Morris, loo, cit. 
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some other test of this type which will determine how 

sensitive the child is to pitch, rhythm, time, tonal memory, 

and loudness differentiation, may he used* through ability 

grouping, the less apt students will be able to progress at 

their own pace and the more talented students will find the 

olass more challenging. 

Glass Size. Scheduling, and Practice Problems* 

Sylvan Donald Ward discusses olass size in The Instrumental 

Director's Handbook* 

These classes would vary in size from four 
students to perhaps twelve. There should not be more 
than twelve in one class; individual attention would 
be smothered. Certain faults develop in beginners 
which may never be overcome as a result of this lack 
of attention given to the individual case.4o 

49 
Dinar Helmstrom also has a definite opinion. *' He states, 

"A class of six or eight students is not impractical but 

thirty is ridiculous." 

Based on research evidence, the ideal meeting schedule 

should be one hour every day. Since this cannot be arranged 

in every sohool, however, the music teacher often has to 

settle for thirty or forty-five minute periods three times 

a week. According to Traugott Hohner, "Bight or ten fourth 

graderfi lven a minimum of two forty-five minute lessons a 

week make a very good class.*5^ 

'"+°Ward, oo. clt.. p. 2?. 

5°Rohner, o&. cit., p. 65. 

^He 1mstrom, loc. olt. 
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•ard recommends a rotating schedule in schools where 

there is a serious conflict between music classes and other 

subject matter, for example, the class should meet at nine 

o'clock one week, at ten o'clock the following week etc,51 

In this way, the student is absent from a particular class 

only once in six or seven weeks, depending on the number of 

periods in the school day. Ward believes that before and 

after school classes are to be avoided as much as possible, 

since the music program is much more successful when classes 

are scheduled within the school day* 

If the music teacher does not meet his string classes 

every day, he must rely heavily upon outside practice by the 

students. This may or may not be successful depending upon 

the way it is handled by the teacher and the parents* 

If a student will learn "how" to practice, he will 

need to spend less time and results will be better* In an 

article written for Etude magazine, Harold Berkley discusses 

correct practice procedures*52 Berkley states that the 

student must learn to pick out the difficult sections and 

to play them over and over, pausing after each repetition 

in order to appraise his mistakes and to decide what must 

be done to correct them. He must concentrate completely 

while he is playing and resolve to make each repetition 

51 
Ward, ££, cit* * p* 29* 

-,2Saxold Berkley, "Practicing Means ©linking," Etude. 
LXX (April, 1952), p. 25-
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better than the last. If he practices slowly at first, 

being sure that the rhythmic patterns are accurate, he will 

have time to associate "mental and physical co-ordination," 

he will "hear his mistakes more readily," and he will have 

more time "to prepare for what is Immediately to follow." 

Berkley further believes it is the music teacher's obligation 

to teach his students the techniques and stress the importance 

of correct practice procedures, 

Ernest Weldner lists some of the numerous reasons 

children give for not wanting to practice and gives some 

suggestions for making practice time more enjoyable.-^ 

First, practice interferes with playtime, "She period of 

praotlce should be an isolated part of the day in which the 

ohild is not usually occupied," perhaps early in the morning 

when he is fresh and his mind most active, If it is 

scheduled at the same time each day, it will soon become 

habitual. If It interferes with play, it will become 

distasteful to the young student. Parents frequently forget 

the importance of play to a child. Second, the child 

dislikes the music. Parents are in the best position to 

know this slnoe many students are reticent about telling 

the teacher, A wise parent will talk it over with the 

teacher who should then try to assign more Interesting 

material. Third, the child dislikes the teacher. Again 

^Earnest tfeidner, "Tour Ohild and the Practice 
Problem," Etude. LXX (September, 1952), p, 14, 64. 
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tae parents are In the key position. Most dislikes of 

ohlldren are more or less superfluous and easily handled. 

Parents should find out why the child has this dislike and 

disouss it with the teacher. "The whole problem may center 

around a slightly sharp manner which the teacher Is unaware 

of" and which may be easily corrected once it is pointed out. 

Fourth, practice interferes with television. Shis problem 
' ' '* f 

reverts to the first. Parents should see that practice time 

does not interfere with a child's favorite television program. 

"If children are permitted to watch their favorite program, 

but at the same time compelled by a wise parent to carry out 

their other responsibilities, there will be little trouble 

along tills score." Fifth, the music Is too difficult. A 

child rarely tells his teacher when he is unable to play the 

music. Parents should discuss this problem with the teacher 

so he can make an adjustment in his evaluation of the child's 

ability. "If a child is given small objectives, well within 

the scope of his power," he will feel the sense of accomplish-

ment so necessary to beginning students. Sixth, the child 

dislikes the instrument. As soon as a parent learns of this 

dislike, he should discuss it with the teacher and arrange a 

change of instruments if possible. If the child is serious 

he will enjoy practicing more and will soon catch up with 

the rest of the class. If he is not serious, he will tire 

of the new instrument and should probably be dropped from 

the music program until he is more mature, feidner 

recommends that the music teacher encourage parents to ask 



q eetions and to discuss their children's practice problems 

aim, foi by doing so the teaoher will make great 

progress toward overcoming the obstacles of relying on 

home practice. 

Methods. There are many items to be considered when 

the teacher selects a method for use in string classes. 

Pol lowing is a list that the writer has condensed from a 

tnesis written by Edward Simon Contor, and which may serve 

as a guide in helping the music teacher be more thorough in 

his seleotlon of a method book.55 

A. Format 

1. Durability 

2. Binding 

3. Paper 

4. Attractiveness 

B. Illustrations 

1. Parts of the instrument 

2. Correct Posture 

3. Correct position for holding the instrument 

and the bow 

4. Correlation between the fingerboard and staff 

5^Ibld.. p. 64. 

55 Edward Kimon Contor, "An Analysis, Evaluation, and 
Comparison of Class Method Instruction Books for Beginners 
on String Ins truments,M (unpublished Master's thesis, The 
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, 1951)* PP« 22-24. 
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0. Theory 

1. Rhythm 

2. Scales 

3- Triads 

4. Key and time signatures 

5. Chromatic intervals 

D. Technical problems 

1. Bowings 

2. Fingerings 

3. Finger combinations 

E. Table of musical terms and tempo markings 

F. Objectives listed for each lesson 

G. Melodic content 

1. Short, familiar tunes 

2. Unison material 

3. Harmonic material 

ii. Speed of progression 

1. Technical development according to needs- a 

j. Lucidity of the language 

K. Suitable for age of group 

Of course there is probably no one method that will 

et all of these retirements, but some are definitely more 

otiers According to Martin Feldman, "Finger 
complete than % results, faster and 
nattern methods are getting 
p of the widely used one finger 
With less drop outs than 
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at a time systems."* yeldBan als0 re00M8ad8 chooelng ̂  

method which begins on the A or 33 string since these are 

com..tor. to a ll the string instruments. Also, since both are 

inside strings on the violin and string bass, the beginning 

student le playing in a good position with regard to the 

height of the bow arm. 

Many excellent methods for violin, viola, or cello 

are unsatlsfaotory for the string bass. In an article 

published in the School Musician magazine, Ed Gordon 

discusses some of the faults of beginning methods for 

string bass. 

Bass students may be required to play in higher 
positions before they have the necessary experience. 
Bowing and fingering problems are quickly introduced 
which may be easy for other string Instruments but 
are far too difficult for bass. Certainly extended 
use of the first and second fingers to the exclusion 
of the third and fourth of the left hand creates and 
encourages a bad hand position. Crossing strings 
with same bow is not advantageous when student 
cannot even draw a correct bow on the string* 
Beginning scales and keys are apt to favor other 
strings even though keys of F and should be 
stressed first for string bass. Many methods do 
not accurately illustrate holding of French, and 
German bow.57 

One must seriously consider the method book in 

relation to the needs of his particular group. If two 

methods are comparable in all aspects except speed of 

progress, most authorities agree it is best to use the 

Martin Feldman, "The Well-Balanced School Orchestra 
Department,? School Musician. XXX (January, 1959)* p» 35* 

Gordon, " Hps on the Low-Down in Strings," 
School Musician. XXXI (January, I960), p. 50. 
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method which progresses too slowly rather than too fast. If 

It progresses too slowly one can skip the unnecessary material 

but if it progresses too fast the teaoher will have to 

provide supplementary material or usa several methods simul

taneously. 

Following is a list of the methods most commonly used 

and those believed by teachers to be most appropriate for 

string class instruction. It should be noted that these 

methods are to be used in the homogeneous grouping only. 

1. Beginning Strings - Whistler and Word 

2. Belwin String Builder - Samuel kpplebaum 

3. Merle Isaac String Glass Method - Merle Isaac 

4. Waller String Glass Method •** Gilbert Waller 

5. iiJasy Steps to the Orchestra - Keller and Taylor 

6. A Tune a Bay - G* Paul Rerfurth 



OHAPTBB III 

AN OUTLINE OF SUGGESTED FUNDAMENTAL JROOEDUHJSS FOR STUDENTS 

IB A BEGIEBIHG VIGLIE MB VIOLA GLASS 

i iXa chapter contains suggested procedures which may 

help to establish a sound basic technique of learning In 

beginning string classes. Some discussion of problem© 

oonunonly found with beginning students and suggestions for 

the prevention or correction of these problems are also 

included. 

How to Hold the Instrument, fhe following procedures 

for holding the violin and viola are recommended by Arthur 

C. Edwards in his book String Ensemble Method and by Gilbert 

R. Waller in an article written for file Instrumentalist 

magazine:1 

1. Place the instrument on the left side of the 

collar bone with the button near the Adam's apple. Support 

for this end of the instrument is near center of instrument 

and body center of player. 

2. Rest chin firmly on chin rest. 

3. Place the neck of instrument between upper 

segment of thumb and bass 3olnt of the first finger. Thumb 

1 Arthur G. Edwards, String Ensemble Method. (Dubuque, 
Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company, 1959}» P* 5, Gilbert R. Waller, 
"Applying Balance in Violin leaching," The Instrumentalist. 
VI (January-February, 1952), pp. 33-39. 



muscles should not be tightened. The hand will be entirely 

on the right side of the fingerboard. 

4. Left wrist is held away from neck of instrument 

in a straight line with the forearm. 

5. The scroll should be eye level. 

6. The left elbow should be under an imaginary line 

running through the Instrument from the button to the scroll, 

with the forearm away from the side of the body. 

7. Fingers should fall perpendicularly so they 

contact the strings Just under the center of the tip of the 

nail. 

Arthur 0. Edwards lists common errors of beginning 

string students with reference to the position of the 

instrument. 

1. Neck of instrument drops into crotch between 
forefinger and thumb. 

2. Left wrist rests against neck of instrument. 
3. Left ana is held too far to the left. 
4. Left arm is relaxed to rest against side of 

body. 
5. Fingers of left hand contact strings on flat 

sides instead of finger tips.2 

In an article published in the American Music Teacher 

magazine, Elizabeth A. H. Green discusses the problems which 

arise when the neok of the instrument is allowed. to rest on 

the web between forefinger ahd thumb.3 she states that the 

thumb should not extend abov® Tlngerboard sl&ce it will 

2Edwards, l£c, Pit. 

^Elizabeth A. H. Gree»» "?i°lin PedagoSf*" M® Pi can  
Music Teacher. X (January-FebruarM. l96l)# P* 6' 
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prevent toe use of toe lowest string, xt toould ordinarily 

rest opposite toe second finger when J or t# is ,iaye4 on 

the D string on violin and B or B» on toe « string on viola. 

Sreen also states that toe Instrument should not be 

allowed to ride up on the middle Joint of the first finger 

for by so doing the finger will be able to perform only one 

of the two required motions.4 It can get the fingers on and 

off the strings, but is handicapped in backward or forward 

motion, i.e. it cannot adjust pitch. When the fingers do try 

to play a flatted pitch, the wrist will rest against the neck 

of the instrument. According to Green, "A collapsed wrist 

is easily controlled in the beginning by moving the left 

thumb slightly forward.''^ 

If the left arm is relaxed to rest against the side 

of the student's body, it probably means that the scroll is 

not at eye level. According to Gilbert R, Waller, both 

faults may be corrected by increasing the distance between 

the elbow and ribs.u The scroll and should not be raised by 

merely pushing the palm of the hand upward nor by moving the 

hand toward the body. 

How to Hold the Bow. In regard to holding the bow, 

Elizabeth A. H. Green believes the most important thing to 

remember is that the fingers must be curved, for this will 

more quickly lead to a relaxed hand position.^ 



Arthur 0. ddwards and if. aibsou Walters both agree 

on the procedures leading to the correct holding of the boa? 

1- Lay the bow on a flat surface with the frog to 

the right of the player# 

2. Crook the thumb slightly and curve the fingers In. 

3. Place the inner tip of the curved right thumb on 

the linger grip In front of the frog underneath the hair. 

h. Drop the two middle fingers over the stick with 

their first Joints on the stick. 

5. Curve the little finger and place on its end on 

the stick slightly apart from the other fingers. Avoid the 

straight little finger reaching for the frog. The little 

finger, however, must never be held freely away from the 

stick, for it contributes greatly to the control of the bow. 

6. Place the index finger over the stick between the 

first and second Joints with the first Joint lapping over 

the stick. Be sure the index finger is not stretehed out, 

for it will stiffen the whole hand by causing the muscles to 

become taut with the result that bowing will be labored and 

clumsy. All the fingers should be curved as if grasping a 

ball and the thumb should be on Its tip opposite the second 

finger a slight outward curve at the first Joint. 

Arthur C. Edwards lists the following errors eommon 

among beginning students when they learn to hold the bowj 

8 
Edwards, op. cit.. p. 9l W. Gibson Walters, "Bowing 

Gymnastics," The Instrumentalist. XV (November, I960), p. 51« 
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1. Tip of thumb rests In groove of frog# 
2. Thumb is stiff so that the flat of thumb 

instead of tip contacts underside of frog and stick. 
This may stiffen hand and wrist action. 

3# Bow is held by tips of fingers on top of 
stick, causing a flat, horizontal position of fingers-
and wrist rather than an inclined, vertical position.y 

B'arl.v B owing Procedures. Before the student applies 

the bow to the strings, some silent exercises leading to bow 

co-ordination will be beneficial. W. Gibson Walters suggests 

a few which tend to aid students in finger flexibility, arm 

movement, and bow balance. 

Flexibility Fxeroise. "The fingers must always 

be flexible, yet have the feeling that they are part of the 

stick." (a) 'With the right hand, hold a pencil horizontally 

at chest level with a bow hold. The eraser end of the pencil 

should point to the left. Keep the palm down, (b) Gently 

pull the pencil to the left by grasping the eraser end with 

the left hand. The right arm should be kept in place but 

the fingers and hand allowed "to flex with the pull." The 

fingers should not change their original places of contact 

on the pencil. "This attached, but flexible, contact of the 

fingers on the bow gives the necessary pull for drawing the 

down-bow." The pulling of the pencil by the left hand 

produces the feeling of having an attached weight at the tip 

of the bow as in the downstroke. The line of knuckles at the 

bass of the fingers is low. 

Edwards, loc. 10¥alters, ioo. cit. 
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Up-Bow Exercise. (a) Hold the pencil la the 

right hand as above. (h) Pull the pointed end to the right 

with the left hand. Keep the palm down. Note that the 

fingers of the right hand will lean to the left and that 

the Joints are more prominent. The thumb will flex as well 

as the fingers. Hold the pencil more tightly at first to 

lnorease the friction. "This will aid in an earlier develop

ment of the feel of pulling the how." 

Finder Movement Exercise, (a) Place the tip of 

the bent thumb against the ends of the curved Index and 

second fingers. (b) Using the hand and forearm, brush the 

tips of the fingers to the left on a "table top as In an 

uy-bow motion." Repeat for the down-bow stroke. "Controlled 

tension is necessary" but the student should strive for 

fluency and relaxation in his bow movements. 

Forearm Motion Exercise, vfhen changing bows and 

crossing strings, a slight oval motion occurs in the right 

hand and fingers. The following exercises will help to 

develop this action, (a) Hold a pencil as if ready to play. 

"Rest the right forearm on a table with the table edge at 

the wrist, the fingers and hand extending above the table." 

(b) Keeping the fingers curved on the pencil, outline a 

small circle both clock-wise and counter-clockwise. 

(c) Add enough finger motion to keep the pencil parallel to 

the table edge, 

Unoer Arm Motion Exercise. By combining the 



forearm and upper arm, a compound stroke used in changing 

strings and in changing bow direction is achieved. Instead 

of a circle, use a small, horizontal figure eight motion, 

(a) Hold a pencil "parallel to the floor at chest level with 

the right hand about sixteen inches in front of the right 

shoulder." (b) Swing the pencil in a horizontal figure 

eight. Start with tne left loop of the eight in an up—left 

and around-down swing with a return and rising motion to 

cross the starting point for the right loop, then swing 

around-down and return up to the starting point for 

repetitive swings. 

little ZiSLSer Exercise, (a) Hold the pencil in 

visual distance horizontally at chest level, (b) Lift the 

first finger and put pressure on the fourth so the bow rises, 

(c) Put the first finger down and lift the fourth so the bow 

falls. This exercise will strengthen the fourth finger 

control and fix the thumb-second finger placement. This 

concept is useful when playing in different parts of the bow. 

In an article written for The Instrumental 1st magazine, 

Gilbert R. Waller discusses the functions of the hand, 

fingers, wrist, elbow, and shoulder when playing in all 

parts of the bow.11 According to Waller the elbow and wrist 

Joints are used when playing on the inside strings using the 

middle of the bow. The fingers are also used on the bow to 

11 Gilbert R. Waller, "fiote Playing Period Can Provide 
Basis of Skill in Strings," The Instrumentalist, VII (March-
April, 1952), pp. 56-57. 
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tip it up or down, men playing at the tip, "tone is 

produced by pressure upward on the under side of the stick 

by the arched thumb and lower arm weight applied by the 

first finger." The wrist is lower and rolled outward. "To 

bring the frog near the strings, action to thrust the elbow 

forward is in the shoulder Joints. The wist Is bent later

ally to keep bow parallel with the bridge" while the "fingers 

balance the stick and control the pressure on the string." 

The knuckles, back of hand, and wrist are lowered. The 

arched thumb and second finger serve as a fulcrum for 

lifting a portion of the weight of the bow. The arched 

fourth finger serves to keep the bow balanced for playing 

on only one string. 

3tring crossing and rounded bow arm action*2 will 

give the student good control and co-ordination, Harold 

Berkley calls it the Wrlst-and-Flager Motion.According to 

Berkley it is the movement made by the hand and fingers 

when changing bows at the frog. In making a full length 

up-bow, the arm carries the bow along to a point about four 

inches from the frog. When it arrives here, the elbow may 

be raised slightly to keep the forearm parallel with the 

floor, the wrist being slightly bent. During the up-bow, 

the wrist leads the hand forward. 

1 2 Supra, p. 36, Forearm and Upper Act Sxercisses 

13Harold Berkley, "Violinist's Forum," Etude. LX.X 
(December, 1952), p. 52. 
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Wh.n the stroke has arrived at about four luohee fro* 

tte frog, the ara movement oeaeee, but the baud moves toward 

from the wist Joint and the fingers bend, is they are 

bending, tlie arm begins the down bow* 

According to Elizabeth A. H. Green, 

* Q Slanting the stick toward the scroll as the frost 
for- ?hf°? ? i b̂stitute relaxed wrist motion 
fhf+ +J! tension of the shoulder muscles* This means 
that the bow will play slightly on the outer edge of 
tne ^air at the frog, luch tipping of the stick at 
"e'f, straightens the bow in Its point of contact 
with the string. It also takes off the.excessive 
pressure at this heavy end of the bow. 

In an article written for The Instrumentalist magazine, 

James Keene discusses the tendency of beginning violin and 

viola students to press up Into the bow with the right thumb. 

One of the commonest faults of beginning violin 
(and viola) students Is the tendency to press up into 
the bow excessively with the right thumb. This can 
be easily sensed: by the Instructor by feeling the 
weight distribution on the bow as transmitted' through 
the bow screw to: the teacher. When the excessive 
tensions are released, the bow wants then to stay 
close to the string as If glued there. With excessive 
tension of the thumb, the bow seems to Jump off the 
string as so often Is observed la our young students. 

If the tension Is small, a small amount of manip
ulation of the right arm will usually correct the 
situation. If tension Is relatively severe, the 
unruly muscles may be weakened and made l«n, fectlve 
by pounding lightly on the arm just below the elbow 
where tensions can actually be felt. When tensions 
are released, the teacher can feel a smooth and free 
follow-thru with the arm and hand functioning 
smoothly and the bow clinging to the string producing 
a pleasing tone. 

tfhen a student is asked to press into the string, 

14 Green, 0£. clt.. p. 19« 
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the thumb often presses Into th© r 
nullifying any additional pressur^^S of the bow 
first finger of the right hand. "5 Placed on the 

Gilbert Waller recommends that the. , 
m student first play 

by rote.10 The following is an example of & typleal rote 

exercise: Starting with middle bow, MM 80, 0n the open D 

string, p :.a.j J J J J ^ ^ ^ ̂  * Repeat several times. 

The notes should be accompanied by a solid ehordal accompan

iment on the piano followed by four quarter note pianissimo 

chords during the rests. According to Waller this type of 

exerolse is good because the notes provide group rhythmic 

response and the rests offer the teacher an opportunity to 

remind students of details.17 It may also be need as the 

first reading assignment. 

Laft Hand Technique. W. Walter, recommends 
~~~~~~~ J g 

that the first lessons be performed pizzicato. In his 

article published in The instrumentalist magazine, Walters 

describes the position for holding the Instrument while 

playing pizzicato and cites values of this type of lesson. 

Early pizzicato lessons should be taught with the 
violin (or viola) held lightly under the right arm 
with strings out and scroll pointing toward the left 
shoulder. Place the left hand in playing position 
and grasp the upper right bout of the instrument with 
the fingers of the right hand, leaving the thumb free 

1 5 
James Keene, "Avoiding Bow Arm Tension,"1 The 

Instrumentalist. XIV (September, 1959), P# 68. 

l6Waller, o£. cit., p. 58, 1 ^Ibld.. p. 58, 
18 

Walters, loc. cit. 
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poal'S tr;l= tajo or gultar-lik. 
k.pxS^Sf5 £taSSi.** D«e 0l8«̂  

«̂̂ »̂ Sra\̂ xfLPpXta 3̂1f:"a 

board Th* ?hJ nlff strlnS corner of the finger-
o+Sff* The index finger is then used to pluck the 
>J g about an inch from the ©ad of the fingerboard. 9 

Difficulty often arises in early bowing studies when 

a finger must go dovra and the bow up. Paul H. Stoner 

recommends exercises using note repetition to help overcome 

the finger-down, bow-up concept,20 According to Stoner, 

"./hen notes are repeated in groups of two or multiples, thus 

permitting note changes to take place in each case on an 

accented down bow, no difficulty is experienced." 21 He 

believes that once co-ordination between bow and fingers has 

been achieved through such basic not© repetition, the confi

dence and experience thus built up serve to render the 

consecutive placing of fingers an easy task. Stoner further 

cites the advantages of this type of exercise. 

When a rhythmic pattern of two or four quarter 
notes on each degree of the sequence of tones is 
prescribed, it may be anticipated that the students 
will play at once with great accuracy and assurance, 
because they are co-ordinating-like movements of bow 
and fingers. Also they have been given additional 
time to set up placing of the next finger. Fingers 
have a pulse to move with the accent of the rhythm, 

——————— 

UIMd., p. 51. 

20Paul H. 3toner, "Note Repetition," The Instrumental" 
1st. XIII (January, 1959), p* 68. 

21 Ibid 



but not with, the Change of bow* 

Bote repetition Is inherently- re "fated to the 
development of naturally correct rhythmic playing 
bo necessary and desirable in group work. 

readia£ are considerably simplified 
^rmhSifiSJn J l°n reduces the rapidity with which new 
symbols must be recognised. Groups of notes 
encourage pattern reading, a recognized aid%o sight 
reading, pitch—wise and rhythin—wi se. 

Bowing Is freed with the "mind off so much 
manipulation in the left hand. Solid rhythmic blocks 
allow the bow to use long, free strokes. ^ 

Stoner suggests "Baa, Baa Black Sheep," "Bow, Bow, 

How Your Boat," and 'Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star" as 

examples of tunes using note repetition. 

If the fingers were introduced by rote, Gilbert 

Waller recommends that the first reading exercise by the 

24 last rote exercise. He states also that note reading 

(using the blackboard) should begin with the open D string 

since it is an inside string and common to all string 

instruments. 

Waller believes that fingers once placed, should be 

well rounded and left unmoved until a change of note} and 

when lifted, the tips should be held exactly above the 

fingerboard, always ready to strike or press the strings at 

the desired placesThe student should avoid stretching 

33Ibld. 23Ibld. 
24 
Gilbert R. Waller, "Rote Playing Period Oan Provide 

Basis of Skill in Strings," The Instrumentalist. VTI 
(March-April, 1952), p. 58. 

25 
Gilbert R. Waller. "The twill m ii- ttol»R. " 



fingers In the air, contracting the hand when fingers are 

lifted, or sticking the little finger below the level of the 

fingerboard. 

Taller recommends, too, the use of the fingers-down 

technique as soon as fingering has been established on on© 

string. ̂  -A.ccordi.ng to Waller this technique keeps fingers 

close to the strings; it develops the hand to stretch in 

both directions to encompass all normal combinations, thus 

facilitating in-tune playing; it practically eliminates 

double stop problems; It builds independence of finger 

action; it provides a basis for smoothness and solidity 

because appropriate fingers precede the bow to eaoh new 

string; the fingers are developed toward accurate align

ment vrith the strings; it insures that fingers will be on 

their tips; it develops desirable "openness" or elasticity 

between thumb and hand, giving the hand the feeling of 

having command of the full width of the fingerboard; it 

facilitates vibrato; and it allows for more freedom in 

the left shoulder and ai 

In another article, Waller discusses the use of the 

fourth finger and the adjustment of the thumb underneath. 

Use of the fourth finger is delayed until thumb 
adjustment to first three fingers is developed. If 
this has been done well, hand will begin to show signs 
of muscular flexibility. 

— . - — ... - , , 

2Jim-
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sds fSsS-Sw 
??, durlng beginning stages and leads to 

greater fluency because thumb trill have been 
+ 2 SeeLhaad in Glance as fingers are being 

acolimated to fingerboard. 

Thumb should, be kept relaxed and adjusted to 
remain under finger load. Thumb should not exert 
foroe up through neck to fingers, but rather adjust 
horizontally under neck, opposite fingertips. 

The thumb must also be adjusted when the second 

finger plays F natural and 0 natural on the 23 and A strings. 

Waller suggests that this be taught simply as low second 

finger.For the beginning student this usually alters the 

hand position sufficiently to give a different feeling which 

may result in F too high and the G above too low. 

According to Waller, the key lies in the thumb 

adjustment.-20 The thumb should be adjusted backward toward 

the first finger for F natural and upward very slightly for 

G. Waller states, 

The use of the left thumb to keep the hand 
relaxed and balanced as the fingers are applied to 
the fingerboard can hardly be overs tressed. It is 
a tremendous factor in Intonation and in reducing 
vibrato fatigue and is equally valuable for shifting, 
vibrato and overall fluency.-2 

^Gilbert R. Waller, "Introduction of Fourth Finger," 
Thq Instrumentallst. IX (May, 1955)» pp« 50-32. 

29Gilbert R. Waller, "The Low 2nd Finger," The 
Instrumentalist. IX (April, 1955)» PP« 30-31. 

-^°Ibld. -^Ibid., p. 31» 



io train the second, third, and fourth fingers to 

fell simultaneously when playing a descending scale, Sailer 

recommends teaching the 0 major scale.22 He presents the 

scale and correlated techniques in the following manner: 

As dotted half notes, play 0, D, and E and stou 
but remain poised ready to continue playing. Keeclns 
down on the G string fingers which have played 0, & 

adjust S (first finger on the D string) to make 
certain it is in tune. Also adjust the thumb until 
the hand is comfortable around the neck. How 
(lilting the fingers from the G string) play f natural 
back olose (on the D string) and continue to ascend 
the scale, crossing A string in the same manner as D 
was approached, taking some precaution to play 0 back 
close to B. 

To start training the fingers to fall simultan
eously and to facilitate intonation on the descending 
soale, play 0 and B and stop, but remain poised to 
continue. How, with the first finger on A, swing the 
left elbow to the right and while pivoting on the 
first finger, place the second on D for f natural, 
third for G and fourth for A, adjusting thumb and arm 
for comfort and relaxation. 

Resume playing and continue down the scale to E 
and stop. Violins and violas pivot on the first 
finger, place the second on G for B, third for 0 and 
fourth for D. Adjust thumb and arm but keep fingers 
in place and in tune. Resume playing to finish the 
scale.55 

According to Waller, if this procedure for applying 

the fingers to a lower string on the descending scale is 

followed for two or three weeks, gradually reducing the 

pause after B and E, the class will grow into the habit of 

^Gilbert R. Waller, "Introduction of fourth finger," 
The Instrumentalist. IX (May, 1955). P» 31. 

33Ibld. 
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pivoting, adjusting, and applying the fingers from the first 

finger side of the hand.^ 

Tuning:. In an article written for Etude magazine, 

riyman Goldstein writes that one prerequisite for effective 

tuning by the student is the possession of an instrument 

whioh is easy to adjust and one that will stay in tune.^ 

He recommends replacing old gut strings with all-metal 

strings. Metal strings retain accurate pitch much longer 

because they are unaffected by temperature and humidity 

variation. Goldstein warns, however, that because of the 

added tension of metal strings and the necessity for proper 

fitting, the tall piece and tuners should be replaced to fit 

the needs of correct steel string use* Strings should also 

be checked for falsity since false strings cannot be tuned 

accurately. ̂  

Regarding the pegs, Goldstein states that they should 

turn easily but not slip. Dry soap and chalk may be used 

to repair tight, noisy pegs. Chalk is all that is necessary 

^Ibld. 

-'^Hyman Goldstein, "Keep Those Violins Tuned!" Etude. 
LXIX (July, 1951), P* 25* 

36a false string is one which has been worn and 
corroded by contact with the bow and fingers to the extent 
that the thickness and weight of portions of the string are 
altered, thus considerably changing the location of the nodes. 
Since metal strings and gut strings react oppositely with 
regard to finger placement, it is possible to finger a perfect 
fifth on two adjacent strings and prooude a diminished fifth 
if the strings are false. 
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to keep pegs from slipping. Goldstein recommends that the 

teacher explain how strings are wound, the necessity for 

pushing the peg Into the peg box, the use of tuners, and 

other physioal attributes of tuning. However, Waller 

suggests that a child not tune for himself until he has a 

complete understanding of the tuning process, for haphazard 

tuning will do more harm than good to the instrument.^® 

The second prerequisite to good tuning is ear training. 

Waller believes that this training can begin on the first day 

by having the students listen to A 440, then having them sing 
39 

it. The teacher must also establish pltoh relationships 

so that the student understands the meaning of high and low, 

sharp or flat. Waller recommends running the fingers up the 

keyboard to demonstrate high pitches and down to demonstrate 
40 

low. w Then as the teacher bows and changes the pitch of the 

string the students should indicate whether it 1b sharp or 

flat. The student may also bow while the teacher turns the 

peg or tuning serev/* Xjf s pioiio is no^ sir̂ lXsbl@| 

electronic tuner, pitch pip®, or tuning fork may be used. 

The teacher will then need to demonstrate high and low pitches 

on the string instrument. 

Once a feeling for A 440 is well established, a pltoh 

feeling for the other strings should be developed. Both 

Waller and Goldstein agree on the procedure for establishing 

"xQ 
^Gilbert R. waller, "Pitch Consciousness Precedent to 

Tuning," The Instrumentalist. VIII (April, 1954), p. 38. 
- 7Q An 
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down 

he 

s relattonsnip.+l Flz-at *«tebU.il A. an slag a mln0J. 

U-J-B) 5-3-1 do™ to » for th. D String. For violin 
•ing a major triad (A-o^, up t0 B> fc ^ 

Pitch of the 3 string, sing 2-1 or (A-3 ) ,  then transfer 

w ootare. If this Is out of the child's singing range, 

mu.t elng up and think do™. lo establish 0 from A for viola, 

teaoh the major sixth Interval through some veil known tune 

or melody such as "My Bonnie" or "Nobody Snows." Avoid 

pounding out eaoh pitch at the piano. 

As soon as full bow strokes are under control, Waller 

states that timing to fifths should be taught, eaeh step 

being carefully explained and demonstrated.^2 If this is 

started early and kept up relentlessly, performing players 

at the high school level should certainly be able to tune 

quiolcly and accurately. 

Authorities generally agree that intonation will not 

remain true even though strings are in tune unless extensive 

work is done with ear training. The left hand must also have 

the necessary amount of flexibility. Hearing intervals such 

as half and whole steps should be drilled. To prevent ear 

fatigue, the teacher should avoid "spot" sounding, i.e. he 

should produce a constant tone for the students to listen to 

while tuning or practicing ear training. 

41 
Ibid.: Goldstein, loo, clt. 

Ap 
Gilbert R. Waller, "Teaching Strings," Music 

Education in Ac Hon. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., I960), 
PP. 220-221 
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h™' aaiSi;' 522 Sisaatega. in m artlole OTltt0n  

5542 toair^antaiiet »saalne, Robert 31ider etato3 M, 

techniques for teaching rhythm. 

to Jotter! iTteaoSS So SXSmsSb #£ °Ee a°te 
notes to the usual aoilM ti J?1 p» compare the 
way to get the point aorossf °r any °tter 

tvu H2xt' drd11 on the counts that each note receives 
th^nu 5 should not assume that the student knows 
. ^ note gets two beats for it may be logical to 
him for the half note to equal one half beat,"* 

The teacher should show the value of the dot in 
relationship to its preceding note, Th® student 
should visualize the dot as the next smaller note tied 
to the one that preceded it. 

Then students should guess all combinations of 
notes that make up four-four time. 

The explanation of six-eight time played in two 
beats is very hard for some students to grasp. Taken 
separately and explained as a rhythm completely 
different from what we have previously studied, the 
student can start fresh. The teacher should first 
explain that all six-eight time is based on the 
triplet, and the two triplets make up a complete 
measure in that tlme*4-^ 

Slider uses the following chart to present note 

relationships and recommends that it be displayed daily.^ 

4JHooert Slider, ."l8;oa^f0?a^° m 

Instrumentalist. XIII (haTGhf .4.359}» pp. 3 j 9 • 

"^Ibid.. p. 95-
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Most teachers fully explain aster signatures as to 

what each number signifies, The teacher may make up 

exorcises using all common meter signatures, then include a 

few very unusual ones to make certain students can relate 

what they have learned. 

Key signatures are usually taught very gradually in 

the method book3 as new fingerings are learned. Some 

teachers find they need nothing else to teach the students 

to fully understand key signatures, while other teachers 

have to rely on crutches such as nneumonics (for example, 

Good Deeds Are Sver Bearing Fruit) or teaching the last 

sharp as tl and the last flat as fa. 

Vibrato. Charles B. Righter recommends that vibrato 

be started when the student's habits have become firmly 

established with reference to the positioning of the left 

45 arm, hand, and fingers. The arm should be held well under 

the Instrument (to the right}, the hand should form around 

the neck of the instrument with contact points (thumb, 

base-Joint of the first finger, and the tips of the fingers) 

well established, the fingers should respond to discipline 

with a good tactile and percussive action, and the bow arm 

should be developed sufficiently to produce a good tone 

without much thought or attention, 

45 
"'Charles B. Rlghter, "An Approach to Teaching Violin 

Vibrato," The Instrumentalist, XIV (June, I960), p. 66, 
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KIghter discusses the raaami -Wis reason for the sound establish

ment of these habits. 

habiSeis*tha? f?r ??? ?0und «stab«stai.nt of those 

the vlbratnIhSt0ad °l keepinS unused fingers do™, 
tic vibrato has greater freedom and flexibility with 

First finger should be withdrawn 
slightly from the neck to permit greater freedom in 
tae movement of the hand. The thumb may be drawn 
under violin (or viola) neck for support.^5 

In an article written for Etude magazine, Harold 

Berkley discusses the importance of a relaxed hold on the 

instrument and a relaxed shoulder position.^7 Berkley 

states that a hunched shoulder will throw the shoulder-hand-

arm combination out of balance, which in turn is a great 

48 handicap to a natural and flexible vibrato. 

Berkley further explains that the large muscles in 

the lower arm are the propelling forces behind vibrato 

action, for they swing the hand forward and back from the 
49 

wrist. The wrist and finger joints must be trained to 

bend easily, yet retain their strength. The hand should be 

balanced above the thumb, which supports the weight of the 

neck and scroll of the instrument and serves to counter

balance the finger pressures. 

46 
Ibid. 

47 
Harold Berkley, "Another Vibrato Problem," Etude. 

hXXI (September, 1953), P« 25. 

4aIbld. 49Ibld. 
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The left hand should be checked to see that it is not 

tense when the student plays. This can be done by observing 

whether the unused fingers are relaxed or stiff. If the hand 

is tense, Berkley recommends having the student play his 

exercises very slowly, maintaining a strong grip with the 

stopping fingers and moving the others up and down In the 

air.50 

Regarding the teaching of the vibrato Itself, Harold 

Berkley states, 

Start with the second or third finger on the A 
string (D for viola) in the third position, rolling 
the finger on its tip widely from the wrist joint 
and really slowly. The goal. . . is an absolutely 
even and relaxed swinging of the hand over the 
fingertip. It is essential that the motion come 
from the wrist and that the finger rolls in the 
direction the string runs and not across It. . . 

When a wrist vibrato has been developed to the 
point where it vitalizes and beautifies the tone, 
then is the time to inject some arm motion into it. 
This tends to give additional warmth to the tone. 
But it must be made slowly at first to avoid the 
possibility of stiffening. Here is the main reason 
why it is always better to develop a wrist vibrato 
first; a good wrist vibrato usually means a relaxed 
arm, but a good arm vibrato can be produced with a 
tension in the wrist that may cause technical trouble 
later on.-3' 

In another article Berkley said, 

The Increase in speed should be made entirely by 
the wrist vibrato; if it comes from the arm it is 
likely to stiffen the left hand technique. . . 

When the student can vibrato quite rapidly from 
the wrist, it is time to work on the arm vibrato in 

5lIbid. 
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vij£at<?°iB 1a83enslti^?y blended^; Th@ ideal 

and wrist. . . i Wended mixture of the arm 
vibrato wllj predomSa^l?* Jlmes the 
or the arm.52 eaoml^te and at other times, that 

wall., outlined tb. following ail.nt ererol.s for the 

development of tb, oonoept of vibrato before vibrato ie 

apptied to "the instr ument:*"^ 

Position A - Extend the left arm as though holding 

the violin or viola. Relax the wrist and let the hand fall 

toward the face. 

Position 3 - Row swing the hand away from the face, 

without changing the bend at the elbow. 

Using positions A and B, practice the following steps: 

1. Swing the hand from position A to position B and 
«t . r. 

back in varied rhythmic patterns, making sure aocents are 

observed. 

2. Start at MM =80. As strength and control are 

gained increase to MM =132. 

3. Keep the arm and hand relaxed, action in the 

wrist, movements wide and vigorous, and accents accurate, 

4. Practice several times daily until the wrist gets 

tired. 

3. As speed is gained, the student will gradually 

drift off into a natural and easy vibrato. 

-^Harold Berkley, "Violinist's Porum," Etude, LXX 
(November, 1952), p. 25• 

^Gilbert R. Waller, "Vibrato," The Instrumentalist. 
XI (Januarv. 1957). vv. 34-35. 62* 
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Another approach to teaching vibrato advocates 

beginning as soon as possible. Make ths vibrato a movement 

of the finger tip, not the wrist, and use the forearm as the 

motivating force. Keep the wrist loose and the movements 

small. Begin by using the second finger, preferably on the 
cA 

two upper strings.-' 

When working to produce a wider vibrato, the student 

•hould avoid letting it get too wide. However, most teachers 

believe this is taken oare of, for as the student Increases 

the speed of the motion, the vibrato usually tends to 

become a little narrower. 

Positions and .Shifting. In an article written for 

Etude magazine, Kelvin Mas son discusses shifting to some 
55 

length.' He states that in the third position, the hand is 

brought into contact with the instrument's front rib, the 

lowest edge of which must be close to the wrist, the neck 

remaining between the thumb and forefinger, as is the case 

in the first position. In moving to the fifth position, 

according to Masson, the wrist moves away from the neck 

toward the right, while the front rib gets in olose contact 

with the ball of the thumb.The knuckles of the hand will 

S^Dr. Arthur J. Bryon, of Fresno State College, in a 
lecture to the Musio Education Seminar, July, 1961, 

-'^Kelvin Masson, "A Kinesthetic Approach to Violin 
Fingering," Etude. LXVII (September, 1949), p. 23-24, 

5°Ibld.. p. 23. 
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be practically parallel with the strings, the fingers will 

fall in a straight line, and good intonation will almost 

certainly be assured. The elbow will have a decided thrust 

to the right. 

In changing from one position to another, Mas son 

further explains, a sliding finger acts as a guide to the 

interval of change.The hand may move to any of the 

positions, but the commonest shift is from first to third 

and third to fifth, involving a slide of a third, usually 

for the first finger. In all shifts, violent movements of 

the arm are avoided as much as possible. 

According to Masson, the guiding finger does not 

always have to be the stopping finger in the new position.58 

The first finger may slide from B to D on the A string but 

the fourth finger stops G before the D is heard. The 

sliding sound, called portamento, will be produced by 

beginners but as they progress, this sound can be elimin

ated by skillful manipulation of the bow and fingers. Some 

music, of course, requires the portamento. 

Paul L. Paradln, In an article entitled, "The Natural 

Harmonic of the Second," discusses the use of the second 

harmonic in shifting, 

. . . it can act as a reference point in shifting 
to the upper positions, and help in refining the bow 
arm. The second harmonic is the easiest to find and 

^7Ibld.. p. 24 
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play. It divides the string into two equal parts and 
produces a sound an octave higher.->9 

According to Louis A. Potter, the shift should not be 

introduced until the left hand has become well established 

In the first position and the initial stages of stiffness 

and awkwardness are passed. He warns, though, that if it 

is delayed too long, the fingers tend to become anchored 

to the first position and cannot readily adapt to a new 

situation. 

-^Paul l. Paradin, "The Natural Harmonic of the 
Second," The Instrumentalist. XI? (May, I960), p. 51, 

^Louls A. Potter, Jr., "Graded List of Materials 
and Repertoire for Oello, and Course of Study Outline," 
^ullfitir>r v (Urbana, 111: University of Illinois Music 
iltanslon. 1QA7). n. 8. 



CHAPTER IT 

AN OUTLINE OP SUGGESTED JUBDAMENTA1 PROCEDURES POR STUDENTS 

Ifl A BEGINNING CELLO ARB BASS CLASS 

How to Hold the Instrument. Most authorities agree 

upon the procedures leading to the correct position of the 

cello. Sitting erectly on the edge of the chair, the student 

should place both feet flat on the floor but with the knees 

low enough to allow for bow clearance. The cello is placed 

securely between the knees, the lower left bout contacting 

the calf of the left leg and lower right pressed lightly 

against right knee, the right foot being dram back slightly. 

The student leans forward slightly so that the instrument 

touches his chest. The scroll extends over the student's 

shoulder with the neck of the instrument crossing the 

student's shoulder and neck but touching neither. 

With the tail pin placed on the floor a little to the 

right of center, the instrument Is slanted diagonally back 

and to the left just enough to allow the player to perform 

without having to lean head and body to the right. The 

tall pin is adjusted so that the top peg touches under the 

left ear, although it is normal in playing to Incline the 

head under the pegs. 

A sharp pointed tall pin, a T bar, or a rubber mat 

kelps provide the security needed to avoid over-gripping 

with the legs. In an article written for Amerloan String 



leaohqjf magazine, Robert House states, 

upward*?* Svoreb^winp8onfthhe + inStrUlEent is ti;Lted 
often necessary to aSfus? £! ?tri*Ss, it is 
One temporarily olvoti th« •? F^ayi&g on the 0 string, 
left aJ Sll&ltl? * th* 

Uouae auggeats that tha oonanon fault af adding tha 

right shoulder and raising or pulling back tha left la caused 

by one or all of the following: 

. . ) Insufficient slanting of the instrument, 
(-) continually looking at the fingers, or (3) failure 
to straighten the right arm sufficiently when playing 
near the tip of the bow.2 & 

House further states that in order to have the left hand and 

arm in the most advantageous position and to avoid fatigue, 

the left shoulder must not be pulled back or sloped.^ 

David M. Levenson has outlined some games to help 

olarlfy the cello position for his studentsThree of these 

games are included here, 

"Set to Sprint" - Sitting on the edge of the chair 
(no instrument) with feet flat on the floor and trunk 
of body leaning forward in such a manner that the 
student is ready to stand and "spring" at a given 
signal. Slouohers will never get started. 

"Hock and Roll" - Swaying from side to side on 
the chair with the cello firmly supported by the two 
knees, (in the lower curve of the baok part of the 
rib of the Instrument) ohest, and sharpened end pin. 

Robert House, "Oello fipsS For Violin Teachers," 
American otrln^: Teacher. XI (.November-December, 1961), p. 24. 

^1 bid. 3Ibid. 

^avid M. Levenson, "Foundational Games for Beginning 
Cellists," The Instrumentalist. XIII (September, 1958)* 
pp. 80-dl. 



^ar Scratch." «• Tf +>,„ 
Proper height, the c®110 is adjusted to the 
nla ear lobe on the 0 "trin™ v'°e able to scratch 
to the right. This wiJ? ™LP#? J? turainS *i. head 
cello from incorrectly 

Louis A. Potter r.eo«meni. the following procedures 

ky which a correct placement of the left hand in the regular 

position may be attained on the oello.6 Shen the hand Is 

dropped to the aide, perfectly relaxed, the fingers will be 

relaxed and "naturally curved." The left arm should then be 

raised to the side and in line with the shoulder, fingers 

extended and slightly opened. She left thumb should be 

swung forward and over the palm of the hand until it is 

about even with the middle finger. With the thumb still 

toward the palm of the hand and fingers opened, allow the 

hand to fall over, wrist bending, completely relaxed. The 

arm must be bent from the elbow toward the body, and the 

palm of the hand turned toward the chest at the same time. 

Move the hand toward the instrument until it touches the side 

of the neck, near the fingerboard line, at a point that will 

cause the first finger to fall "about three inches" from the 

nut. The fingers should be "at right angles to the finger

board ." 

The left hand thumb is placed {without being bent) on 

the under side of the neck immediately beneath the second 

5iqd-

^uouls A. Potter, 'Cello Handbook, fundamentals of 
'Se^ly flaying for Teachers and Students. Turbana: University 
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finder. The fingers are rounded, the fleshy tips opposite 

the curve in the nail being applied to the string. The left 

ei.boi. i i; ulightly raised so that a natural carve of wrist 

and arm away from the body is formed. "A line through the 

knuckles of tne hand" will be "about even with the top of 

the fingerboard when the fingers are on the middle strings, 

the base of the fingers must be well away from the side of 

the fingerboard and the fingers able to press down the string 

with full strength, but without 'squeezing* the neclc of the 

cello."7 

In on article written for MMhlEiM SM2&M 

magazine, Robert House discusses the position of the left 

arm. 

Massage 

left elbow problem, 
? common among 

his students malce a fist 

thumb alone the entire len 

students have to raise the 

... of a higher 

flst of the left hand. By sliding the 

^ length of the 1 and , strings, the 

s8 the eltov and thus they readily see 

students have 

the advantages 

elbow position. 

hiii.. p* 6* 



M°St aUth°rities are 1x1 agreement wtth Gilbert Waller 
and Arthur• 0. as to the correct ̂  ̂ ̂  

1l, a stand las position, the student places the 

baas about two Inches from his body with the scroll Inclined 

•ligholy to the right so the bach corner of th® Instrument 

at the point where the upper bout and back join, Is directed 

toward the player's left groin, me back edge of the 

Instrument rests lightly on the left groin while the upper 

bout rests against the left side of the student's abdomen and 

the neck of the instrument extends over the left shoulder not 

far from the ear. The student's left leg Is forward. 

The student should adjust the pelvis to and fro until 

the instrument is perfectly balanced against the body, This 

technique of balancing is extremely Important for future left 

hand freedom. 

Playing in the lower positions requires that the string 

bass be held rather straight but well into the groin where the 

left leg joins the body. The scroll and neck come in closer 

to the body as the scale is ascended, and the left armpit 

rests in the saddle for thumb position.11 The left knee may 

be used to tip the instrument out slightly when playing on 

! • » i „ 

Gilbert R. Waller, "Correct Way to Hold Instrument 
Should Be Habit Acquired Early," Instrumentalist. VII 
(January-February, 1953), pp. 44-47; Arthur 0, Edwards, 
String • nsemble Method for Teacher Education. (Dubuque. 
Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company, 19597, p. 7. 

11 Chester Kinkier, "Playing the String Bass," The 
Instrumentalist. XV (April, 196.1), p. 70, 



the lower strips. Body welsM ̂  „e _ ' 

buted on both feet. 

Correct placement of tne left Hand In the regular 

poeltlon le achieved much the same as for cello. The hand 

la dropped to the side, perfectly relaxed. The flngera are 

relaxed and curved. With the left hand fingers extended 

and opened slightly, the thumb Is swung Inward over the palm 

u^tll It 1b even with the second finger. The wrist is 

relaxed and the hand falls toward the strings and finger

board . 

With the student leaning well over the instrument, 

the hand is moved inward toward the neck until it contacts 

the neck near the fingerboard line at a point that will 

bring the first finger about five inches from the nut. 

How to Hold the Bow. 'There seems to be general 

agreement with the statements of Potter and Waller in regard 

12 to the correct way to hold the cello bow. The tip of the 

bent right thumb touches both the end of the frog and the 

stick itself at the point "where the frog ends on the lower 

edge of the stick. The first finger is curved over the 

8tick at the first joint (or between the first and second 

Joints), while the other fingers are curved around the stick 

and the frog. The little finger is wrapped around the stlok 

*2Potter, o£. cit.. pp. 14-15} Waller, 0£. oit.. 
pp. 44-45. 

1 Pn t.+.ar nn . ni t. . r» » 1 Eh. 
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rather than being placed on the tip of the frog as in violin 

and viola playing. The bow is manipulated over the second 

finger and thumb fulcrum by the first and fourth fingers. 

It is supported from below by the arched thumb and from the 

•ides by the first and fourth fingers. The pressure from 

the fourth finger must be sufficient to balance the stick. 

Because the cello bow is shorter, thicker, and heavier than 

the violin bow and because the cello is played in a more 

vertical position, the fingers are "placed to afford a more 

firm grip on the bow."14 fhis is the reason for the little 

finger being wrapped around the stlok rather than plaoed with 

the tip on the stiok. The wrist must be flat. 

There are two types of bows used in string bass 

playing; the French bow and the German bow. According to 

Paul Holland and Louis Potter the Preach bow is held 

4-ina lo bow with the arched right 
generally the same as the ©til© do# 

.. 1ir,dpr side of the stick, the first 
thumb placed on the under 

dtick at the middle ^olnt, and the 
finger gripping the stlcic 

, *2 jha German bow is held in 
other fingers wrapped around. fa 

„ , of the hand so that the end of the .ttok rests in 

^ t between the thumb and forefinger. The tip of the 

" "L ;ld on the upper side of the stick at a point 
thumb 

1 4Ibl.d«, P- 14 |tg„ «joutline of Basic 

15 n poiland Louis Ptin, V (Urbana, 111.! 
?^Sttinr^a^e^'LISilS? WW), P- 8. inters for btrins Musio nxtensf 

lversity of 



^«o.t on top. The flrst ̂  seoma fiagers m 

rr:ra-or - stick ̂ •" ̂«— — 
o OH ox the frog. The tip of the ourred little 

finger reets on the hotton of the frog. The flngere and 

thumb should not be stiff and straight and the right elbov 

must not be held away from the body# 

Hie grip on the bass bow must be stronger than that 

ior the cello bow because the stick is heavier and more 

pressure is required to start a tone on the larger bass 

3trlngB. The arm must reach downward full length with the 

elbow straight. The action is Initiated from the wrist. 

Robert House discusses the motion of the bow as 

compared to the violin bow. 

The violin bow motion is essentially to and from 
the body, while the cello (and bass) bow travels 
across it. . . The sweep of the fingers toward the 
bow tip is much les3 pronounced, and the cellist's 
(or bassist's) fingers all go over the stick. The 
fingers are slightly spread* The thumb is held 
obliquely to the stick* rather than perpendicularly, 
although the knuckle is bent and flexible as on the 
violin. The stick tilts toward the player, rather 
than away, because of the slope of the strings.'® 

Early Ho wing Procedures. Gilbert Waller recommends 

that silent exercises be used to develop bow co-ordination 

for cello and bass students before the bow is applied to the 
1 7 

strings. Waller uses the following exercises to develop 

House, loc. cit. 

17 
Gilbert a. Waller, "Exercises for facility in All 

Areas of the Bow," The Instrumentalist. VII (May-June, 1953), 
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the bow grip and finger flexibility in handling the bow:,a  

Firm Bow Grip Exercise • If the student can keep 

the bow from being pulled out of his hand (by his own left 

hand or another's gentle pull) when holding it only by the 

thumb and index finger, he has the fundamental feel of the 

bow :rip. If the student is using the cello bow or the 

Prenoh Bass bow, it is most important that the right thumb 

be braoed against the edge of the frog where it joins the 

8tick (not down in the crotch of the bow), and that the 

thumb be bent slightly outward, almost as much as when 

holding a pencil. 

Little finger Exercise* To avoid further any 

idea of a tight, inflexible bow grip, the student lifts 

eaoh finger off, starting with the little finger, at a 

regular four beat count on the down—cow — until at the 

point where the bow is held with the thumb and index fingers 

only. The procedure is reversed on the up-tow. 

Waller further states that the thumb should be arched 

away from the hand, forming an open or oval area between the 
1 Q 

arched thumb and knuckles of the fingers. This permits 

thumb and finger flexibility while retaining the natural 

strength of the hand. 

•/hen the cello or string bass bow is applied to the 

strings, it is placed halfway between the bridge and the 

l3Ibld.. pp. 42-45 19Ibld*. p. 42. 
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fingerboard. "The first bowing exercise should be short 
pQ 

with quick strokes," states Louis Potter. Potter suggests 

that the student use middle bow first, playing an exercise in 

quarter notes at a tempo of MM 110. He feels that playing 

long whole bow strokes right at the beginning usually causes 

the student "to stiffen the bow arm and the fingers." The 

bow is drawn straight and parallel with the bridge. The 

same exercise should be practiced at the tip and then at the 

frog, employing no more than eight inches of the bow. There 

should be some rotation of the bow over the fulcrum (thumb-

second finger) and the grip through the bow from thumb to 

fingers should constantly change as the need varies. 

Potter further explains that the stroke of the cello 

and French Bass bow is made mostly by the whole arm when the 

Pt 
lower half of the bow is employed. ' From the middle to the 

point, it "is mainly a forearm stroke from the elbow." To 

keep the bow In alignment during the stroke, "the wrist 1b 

gradually lowered in the down stroke" and gradually raised on 

the up bow. It "arches somewhat toward the fingerboard as 

the frog is approached." The wrist, arm, and fingers should 

be flexible and relaxed with the thumb somewhat arched. 

According to .Edwards, lack of elbow movement causes the 

"upper arm to move and results in bow movement which is semi-

PP circular rather than at right angles to the strings. 

20Potter, 0£. cit.. p. 17* 



However, when «* student ls UBlag tt, SaMan ^ ̂ 

- « ̂veeeet e^ the bo„ ^ ̂  ̂ ^ 

ang.ue,, oo the strings* Edwards states, "Right 

arm movement can be compared to a pendulum which swings 

freely from its top Joint."23 When the German Bass bow is 

being used, the arm should be straight at all times, but 

never stiff. Fatigue and a strained unnatural bowing arm 

oan result from awkward shoulder movements. 

According to Robert House, the technique of string 

crossing on the cello and string bass does not differ 

materially from that used on the violin or viola, except 

that the order of strings is reversed. Shus, the same 

type of passage will often require a reverse direction of 

the bow when rapid string crossing is involved. 

In the same article, House states that if the student 

points the bow toward the rear, it Is probably due to an 

advanced right shoulder or elbow*If the point tends to 

drop too far toward the floor, the student is not straight

ening the elbow and depressing the wrist enough, the index 

finger may not properly control the bow, or the fourth 

finger is not relaxed. It must be remembered that the cello 

mad string bass lean to the left; therefore the bridge ia 

not quite parallel to the floor. 

23 Edwards, loo, clt. 

25Ibld.. p. 24. 

OA 
House, 02, £j,t,, p. 25. 
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House suras up, 

In general, one should look for a more "square" 
approach of the hand to both bow and fingerboard. The 
key to this Is often found In the position of thumb on 
either hand. When the cello (or bass) Is held 
properly and the bow travels roughly parallel to the 
bridge, the proper movement of the right arm Is 
largely achieved.26 

In an article written for The Instrumental 1 st magazine, 

Gilbert Waller states that to play In the middle part of the 

bow on the string bass, the student need use only the 

•boulder and wrist Joints.27 The weight of the bos alone Is 

not enough to produoe a good tone, so weight must be added 

by pressing downward on top of the atio* and upward with the 

tip of the arched thumb. This Is not forced weight but 

weight of the lower arm. The second finger retains a very 

light grip and the third and fourth flng.ra serve no useful 

purpose at the moment. The thumb and first finger act as a 

we- as the lever through 
fulcrum; the first finger operating as 

4 « a a 11 irn reel to the bow* 
whioh the -weight of the ana Is delivered 

,,.7av from the string, the wrist 
Ae the frog moves away xroa 

_ oulokly, partly because of the distance 
atralghtons rat e ^ ̂ towr4 

covered and because^ ^ ̂ ̂ „ 

tea floor due - ^ ̂  the rlgM sll0Uia9r to 

cossary 0 mldwav between 
proper pi- for bow placement, midway 

becomes nec®3S;:t1^ 

re ach the 

26ibM- _ „ 
27-uh.rt B.^aii^;, 

3.813 O f 
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the end of the fingerboard and the bridge. To start the 

tone smoothly, the bow stick should be Inclined away from 

the bridge with the edge of the hair contacting the string. 

The larger the string, the more the hair is turned. The 

larger strings require more pressure to start the tone, 

followed by a decided reduction. The bow Is drawn at right 

anglee to the strings, parallel with the bridge. 

Cheater Mlnkler further discusses the Importance of 

ana weight in producing a good tone on the string bass. 

The right arm should hang straight and relaxed. 
The weight of the arm, shoulder, and back keeps the 
bow hair pressed Into the string. The arm should 
swing like a pendulum for full bow strokes. Proper 
bow speed must be maintained or poised weight plus 
rosin adhesion will cause the bow to stop or stutter. 
The bow should be gradually brought closer to the 
bridge when ascending a scale Into the thumb 
positions. Aim weight is Increased whan ascending. 

heft Hand Technique. According to W* Gibson Walters, 

the use of pizzicato in the early stages can be very 

beneficial to the cello and string bass student.29 Walters 

believes it will give the student an opportunity to learn 

the technique of finger placement without the added concen

tration needed for bow manipulation. 

To play pizzicato, the student holds the Instrument 

in normal playing position with the fleshy part of the hand 

2^0hester Minkler, "Playing the String Bass," The 
Inz trunentalist. XV (April, 1961), p. 70. 

Gibson Walters, "Bowing Gymnastics," The 
Instrumentalist. XV (November, I960),* p. 51. 
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Just ha low the thumb on the low string side of the finger

board. The fleshy end joint of the index finger or second 

finger is used to pull lightly across the strings. The 

strings are pulled to the side, not up, so that they do not 

•lap the fingerboard. 

flthout the necessity for concentration on proper bow 

aanlnu] etion, Walters believes assurance in placing the left 

hand fingers will be gained more readily.30 According to 

Walters, as noon as left hand placement on the strings is 

well established, and the student is able to play simple 

melodies, he should begin using the bow on the strings. 

Paul I• Stoner recommends ©xercinoe using note 

repetition to help overcome the bow-up finger-down concept,51 

8i.pl. tunes -dtt .roups of notes 1* twos or multiples of 

Wo may be use.. Onusual material of this type .111 give 

the student greater accuracy and assurance In hie playing 

st. bow win be coordinated with hie fingers and he 
because his do. wx-j-

_ to think about finger placement, 
will have additional time to tbj. 

p-aotloln- in such a manner will help the student to reed by 

^p. and *U -llltnt. aight — - ̂  

development. „.«i« devised by Waller 

Pne following is ^ i<ft hand, 

for developing flexibility^^ 

'JmA' "wots Repetition," SlSt InsiBaafl" 
51 Paul H. f̂i959). P- 68-" 

list. XIII (Januarj. 
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Place the fingers on the last string and extend 
the slightly arched thumb, gliding on its corner, 
alongside the side of the naclc opposite the finger
tips, until it is alternately even with the fourth 
and then the first fingers. This should be acoom-
oanied by freedom throughout the upper part of the 
body and something of a swinging action in the hand 
and fingers. In response to the alternating thumb 
position, the fingertips should roll up and down the 
string resembling a slow vibrato,32 

According to Waller there are many values to this 

type of exercise.^ Among them are (t) It builds strength, 

(2) it builds a balance of control between the thumb and 

fingers, (?) it serves to fix finger pressures on the strings 

at a desired minimum, (4) it prevents the hand from getting 

Into any fixed position, (5) it is an aid to intonation— 

the fingers are trained to maintain a position or to adjust 

under a load, (6) it facilitates shifting in developing 

mobility in the arm and thumb, and (7) it is the beginning 

of vibrato technique. 

In another article written for The Instrumentalist 

magazine, Gilbert Waller discusses the three most common 

problems in balancing the left hand when playing oello and 

baas.-4 The first is excessive pressure with the thumb tip, 

causing the Joints to double in toward the hand. To 

correct this, Waller suggests allowing the thumb tip to 

-^Gilbert R, Waller, "Balanced Growth in Brville," 
-Sift Ins frozen callst. 1 (January, 1956), p. 37. 

3- pblu. 

34 
Giiuert R. Jailer, "Introduction of fourth finger," 

I--e Instrumentalist. IX (Mav. 1QWL tin. 30-31. 
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glide lightly along the neck while the Joints remain arched 

•lightly outward. The second problem occurs when the thumb 

it placed too near the first finger, or too far down, near 

the fourth. The second finger Is basically the center of 

the left hand; therefore the thumb should be kept opposite 

this finger except when vibrato is used. Third, lifting 

fingers before it is necessary when crossing strings. In 

aeoending scale passages the second, third and fourth fingers 

should be kept down, pivoting with them and the thumb, while 

the first finger Is brought over to the string above. By 

keeping the fingers down, they remain elose to the strings, 

the hand develops sufficiently to stretch in both directions 

to insure better Intonation, double stop problems are 

practically eliminated, fingers learn to move Independently, 

smoothness and solidity in playing are more easily achieved, 

fingers will be on their tips, and a desirable elasticity 

between thumb and hand Is developed, giving the hand the 

feeling of having command of the full width of the finger

board . 

Host authorities and method books agree with the 

statement by Gilbert Waller that the fingers-down technique 

should be stressed, especially when the student starts string 

crossing. ̂  During the pivoting process the left arm and 

band move, with the shoulder, upper arm and elbow dropping 

35Ibld., p. 31. 
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a little, and the hand pivoting on the finger tips as the 

tip of the thumb adjusts slightly around the neck opposite 

the finger pressures. This maneuverability is the basis of 

freedom from tension. 

When the student begins to read notes, Waller suggests 

that he start with the open D string slnoe it is an inside 

36 
string and common to all the string instruments. This is 

important in a group of mixed string instruments. The 

fingers may be introduced one at a time or in finger 

patterns. Many teachers feel that the introduction of 

patterns is faster and produces better results. If the 

fingers are introduced by rote, it may be wise to use the 

last rote exercise for the first reading lesson. Singing 

the note name will be beneficial. 

When students begin to learn the 0 major scale with 

its string crossing, it will be necessary to train the 

fingers to fall simultaneously on the descending scale. 

Waller has suggested the following procedures for teaching 

the soale and correlated techniques: Using half or whole 

notes, play C, D, 2, and stop, but remain ready to continue. 

Keeping down on the G string fingers which have played 0, 

^Gilbert R. Waller, "Transition Methods for .Rote to 
Reading and Fingering Drills," The Instrumentalist. VIII 
(November, 19537, pp. 40-41. 

^Gilbert R. Waller, "Introduction of Fourth Finger," 
Ihe Instrumentalist. IX (May, 1955)# PP* 30-31. 



Just „ (first finger on U to make sure It Is oorreot). 

Also adjust the thumb around the nook, slightly forward for 

oello, but Slightly downward for bass. Basses will leave 

the second finger on the Q string while playing D and E 

(Urnt on D). Mow play p natural and G and continue up, 

orostiin "the next string in the same manner* 

On the descending scale, the cellos win use open A 

bo there will be no problem of pivoting the first finger. 

:owever, all four fingers must fall simultaneously for G on 

the D string. 

The cello student will have to learn the special 

technique of finger extension quite early. This position 

corresponds approximately to the normal string bass 

position, and allows the hand to cover a major third. The 

extension may be made backward or forward, but according to 

Louis Potter, "The backward movement is usually taught first 

sinoe It is simpler to execute and gives the student the 

feel of the stretched position."-^ Potter states that for 

the backward extension, the second, third, fourth fingers, 

and the thumb remain fixed while the "first finger stretches 

back a half-tone from the regular position."^9 In making 

the forward extension, the thumb moves "along the neck of 

the Instrument a little In a single coordinated movement 

with the shift of the second, third, and fourth fingers 



alon the string, -while the first finger tip stays back in 

position. ' Thus, the thumb "continues in the same relative 

position on the neck of the cello, underneath the second 

finger. The two extensions are alike In appearance but 

differently executed." 

The single, simultaneous shift of the thumb with the 

second, third, and fourth fingers In making the forward 

extension is necessary because it avoids the "forced, 

o ramp ad stretch," it keeps the fingers in "proper alignment  

over the string, insuring correct intonation, and it 

minimizes the movement retired In executing the extension." 

the arch between the thumb and first finger must not 

collapse for the collapse will cause "the base of the finger 

to oome into contact with the fingerboard, whloh In turn 

oausee the fingers to lie at the wrong angle to the strings. 

zovtension impossible, throws the 
This makes the proper extension 

t 0f align****# and considerably lessens 
fourth finger out of 

the Btriking power of the fingers 

cellos and string basses used by students 

t M and the strings must retain the pitch 

must be easy to tu - stringB should be checked for 

once It has been be tuned accurately.40 

falllty 8llMr, waller both believe the 

— — m ' 3 < , o t l o n  T >  ? a c e  4 6  

40S„ Footnote »°-Jrlngs. 

for explanation of fa 



toacner saould explain how the pegs work and in whioh 

direction they must be turned to obtain the d93ired pitch.41 

The teaoher should demonstrate and be sure the student 

thoroughly understands the tuning process and mechanism 

involved before allowing the student to tune for himself. 

A student must also learn relationships between 

pitches. According to Gilbert Waller, In an article 

published in The Instrumentalist magazine, ear training can 

be begun the first day of class by playing and singing A 440. 

Once this is established, high and low, sharp or flat 

relationships can be taught. Waller recommends running the 

fingers up the keyboard to demonstrate high pitches and down 

to demonstrate low.45 Then as the teacher bows and changes 

the pitch of the string, the students should indicate 

whether it is sharp or flat. The student nay also bow 

while the teaoher turns the peg or tuning screw. If a piano 

is not available, an electronic tuner, pitcb pipe, or tuning 

fork nay be used. Die teaoher will then need to demonstrate 

high and low pitches on the string instrument. 

Gilbert Waller suggests the following procedures for 

44 .First establish the pitch for the A 

TOxose Flolins Iuned!M Etuda, 
toan Goldstein, JJJJ rt R# Waller, M?Itoh 

LUX (July, 1951), P;nf i0 juntas," 32m iaa.tru,Wtall,t, 
Consciousness Precede 
Till (April, 195+). P" 44^. 

42ibid-- P« 53' 
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string. Then, using the minor triad (A-F-D), tune the D 

string. For the G string, the student may think 2-1 (A-G) 

and translar it down. The low 0 may be tuned by thinking a 

major sixth down. The major sixth interval may be intro

duced through a familiar melody such as "My Bonnie" or 

"Nobody Knows." 

To tune the string bass, start with the D string. 

Sound the D above middle G on the piano, F# above that, 

and A below middle C. The result will be an Inverted major 

triad. Willie it is sounding, play B In octaves below. 

Follow the same procedure with the other strings. 

Gilbert Waller believes that tuning to fifths on 

the cello can be successfully taught as soon as full bow 

45 
strokes are under control. 

The second and third harmonics are also used exten

sively in cello and string bass tuning. 

Rhythm, Meter, £SX aiSBaJKEaa- reaier ls 

TTT section VI, Page 49, for discussion 
referred to Chapter III, 

„ « of rhythm, meter signatures, and key 
of teaching procedures of rnyu 

signatures. 

hoilpves that the cello and 
^ * Robert House believes 

VWato. easier to achieve than the 

string bass 
vibrato are perhaps 

45Giibert R./^o'ston: Ally* 
mi' A" kn± ° ' 

pp 

, fid'Kn,^, WW). 
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violin and viola vibrato and may be started earlier.^6 

-orrect habits, however, with reference to the position of 

the left hand, arm and fingers, should be firmly estab

lished, and the stiffness and awkwardness apparent in the 

beginning stages of playing the instrument should be 

overoome before the vibrato is introduced. 

To acquire the concept of the cello and bass vibrato, 

Waller suggests that the student imagine he is holding a 

small ball in his fingertips.47 The tips of the fingers of 

the left hand should be placed together. The hand is 

plaoed in the depression of the left shoulder, the wrist 

relaxed and forward. Iflth the fingertips In the shoulder 

pit, elbow up, the lower arm Is swung upward and slightly 

backward. The wrist will form an arc of about ninety degrees. 

the vibrato will be performed by these two movements: 

^ fnward then the lower arm upward and 
wrist relaxed and forward, wb 

de the power which may 
backward. The shoulder muscles provide 

be noted by squeezing 

hand. 

the shoulder muscles with the right 

_ „ u3Bd effectively by 
atudv has be®-" xn. following . 7 a M110 viMato;48 naoe 

inul. Potter for dev. ^ regular posltlon with 

band on the neck of "the 

^House, &R. P' 25 ^House, 0£- Si*" • jngtrument Vibrato," Ht 

"oilbert E. 1957?. »• 
mtpiffwntalist, 

+ - D e 27-
^8i-t.p.T. OP. SI—* 
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The the fInfers raised about; an inch above the strings* " 

vibrato movement Is iniated from the elbow, not the wrist, 

and should be practiced slowly at first, gradually speeding 

up the movement. Be sure the thumb is held in its usual 

poaition at the neck of the cello." Stop frequently to 

relax BO that stiffness may be avoided. 

"After some practice with the fingers off the 

strings," try the vibrato with one finger at a time on the 

strings. It is preferable to start with the second or 

third finger, always being sure the arm muscles do not 

become tense when pressing down the finger. 

Avoid too much circular movement. "The finger does 

not actually taRe P«t In the rotary hovement. but aa a 

, •pA-nn-^r- tin moves along the string 
result, the flesh of the finger tip mu 

+ -phig g ives the deviation 
U acre of a vertical novement. 3»1» SI 

lu Mtoh" that la the basic for vibrato. 
sceed of the vibrato, Potter further 

Regard nA - ^ ̂  alaorlmluation of 

state, that this 13 ^ 8ioaed seven aovenents 

the player but proo^ ^ aloW vibrato will 
iegS than five, 

p„ s.ooad nor ^ ttat la «. fact sounds 

.ound offensive >' ^ ^ ̂ wtols ltft foream. 

.trained. It « the „i.t act only as a pert 

produce the vlbra+'° •—* 

49Jjiii 
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of the entire unit which consists of the forearm, wrist, 

hand, and fingers. 

The rhythmic plan for practicing the vibrato as 

outlined In the preceding chapter may also be used for the 

oello and bass. 

Positions and Shifting. The cello and string bass 

students will need to learn shifting much earlier than the 

violin and viola student because of the shorter intervals 

oovered by the fingers in the first position. As soon as 

the violin and viola students are ready to learn to use the 

fourth finger on A, the oello and bass students will need to 

learn to shift. 

in an article written for The Instrumentalist magazine, 

Gilbert R. Waller explains the shift. 

should be explained as a whole hand 
The shift snouxa » _ ^ biie hand and 

movement, the thum ^th the second finger. The 
remaining about e finger or fingers last used 
Bhift is begun vitn tee 11 £ roaehedf the fingering 
and as the new positlj® * 0f the new position. Thus, 
Stored to meet the (third finger 
(for the cello) in t (~Q00n& finger in second 
in first position) to Gjseecu^ glidlng with all 
position). the whole ̂ rlng. AE B le approaohed^ 

Srthi^ge S5 J— ;-the|r-<^ 

ilr8t d0im I!! this Oh cue etrihg only until 

The otudont Bhoulu pr ^ ̂  „trlngs. 

he can do it we_ ' 4 t0 fourths, the 

Since the string 

—  — & s -

Gilbert B. 1955). PP- 3°"51-
Ins trnmeiltalj^i' 
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student will have to use positions other than the 

fundamental half position right away. Hew positions can 

eaolly bo introduced on the G string,, using the upper part 

of the D Ma^or soale. 

The whole hand moves down the string toward the 

bridge until the second finger (0#) position is on© whole 

step below the fourth finger (B in first position}* As the 

new position is reached on the string bass, fingers may be 

removed or added according to the new note. a. student 

should adjust his playing position by leaning somewhat over 

the instrument for the downward shift and straight again for 

the shift bach. Ihe left hand should remain about the same 

distance from the left shoulder as when playing normally, 

the shoulder following the shift. 
, - _ a wo taught to cello students 

The thumb position should be wag 
This is need above the slzth position. 

who advance rapidly. 
* Aon slaving in thumb position, 

iouls Potter states that when playing 
. on its side and "at a PifM 3fiS_4 

the thumb is p-a ^ .yen plane with 

the strings with the wrist ** ̂  ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ 

The elbow, ars-i 
the forearo. -h. to be in pleying poslUon 

..... for the fingers, so 
favorable posi „ ^ ^ wo stelngs alBUltan-

ovor the string- Aaoordlng to Robert House, "me 

eouely much of tae *,i6 jmuokles of the fingers 

palm must be high enough to . 
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from collapsing. The fingers turn diagonally to the 

fingerboard, covering a compass similar to the violin. 

However, it is seldom necessary to use the fourth finger 

in the thumb position. "b2 ihe thumb should not drag back 

of the fingers. It is normally kept on® whole step behind 

the index finger and aots as a support to the arch of the 

hand much as it does in the lower positions, when It Is 

under tha neck. 

.Tinimnry. How well a string section plays depends 

to some extent on the development of assurance in applying 

these various techniques. Ihe string class teacher can do 

much to establish good playing habits, and thus lessen the 

amount of corrective work which eventually falls to the 

private toachor. 

Once these technical abilities are well established, 

the toachor can turn to what is most important in performing 

fino nuoio--inusical interpretation. 

D2House, £>£. clt.. p. 25. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

Summary. There Is a definite shortage of competent 

string players today. The sources of this study indicate 

that this shortage is due to a lack of emphasis on orchestra 

and orchestral inetruments and to an overemphasis on band 

and band instruments. An insufficient number of adequately 

trained teaohers also contributes greatly to the shortage, 

for the public schools cannot offer the high quality string 

instruction necessary to produce well-trained string players. 

Promotion of the Str Ing Program. Some authorities 

recognize the necessity for promoting the string program in 

the public schools. Among the suggestions to be used for 

promotion of the string program are association with concert 

artists through publicity, public performances, and inter

views and discussions before civic groups concerning the 

string program. It is recommended that school officials be 

acquainted with the low cost of equipping an orchestra and 

with the contribution a fine school orchestra can make to 

the community. Go-operation from string Instrument 

aanufac turers and dealers is also cited as a possible means 

°f promotion. 

Motivation and Recruitment of Students. Association 

with a concert artist has again been recommended for use as 



a motivating force. Mother Btrong ^ ^ 

th. ••tabllshment of a high regard for the etring organi

sation In the school and community. Authorities generally 

agree that provision for students to hear performing groups 

and the opportunity to use good quality instruments also 

play an important part in the motivation of students toward 

orchestral instruments. Sources stress the advisability of 

reorultlng only those students into the string program who 

show adaptability to the string instruments. 

Interest. Methods for maintaining student 

interest in the study of string instruments, as suggested by 

sources cited, include the selection of material appropriate 

to the age of each particular group, the provision for a 

variety of public performances by the group, and the 

enlistment of parental interest and assistance. Regarded as 

probably the most important factor in holding student 

interest in the study of string instruments is a well-

trained teacher who is interested in the string program and 

enthusiastic about its promotion. 

Size and Care of the Instrument. Authorities discuss 

the possibilities of developing bad playing habits if the 

• tudent is allowed to use an instrument which is incorrectly 

fitted. One informed source clearly outlines the procedures 

for measuring the student's body so that correct fit will be 

assured. 
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Proper oare of the instrument is also stressed. If 

tne string program Is to grow, all available money needs to 

be need for the purchase of new Instruments, not expensive 

maintenance of the old ones. 

°^as^ instruction Compared to the Private Lesson. 

Social stimulus, competition, maintenance of Interest, 

possibilities of saving time, and the development of better 

playing habits are all advantages given in favor of the class 

lesson. It is generally accepted, however, that better tone 

quality is achieved in the private lesson. In spite of the 

tonal factor, however, authorities generally agree that, in 

a public school situation, the class lesson meets the needs 

of more students than does the private lesson. 

Homogeneous or Heterogeneous Class. Sie advantages 

of both types of grouping are discussed. The experience 

gained through ensemble playing is the most valuable facet 

of heterogeneoue grouping while in the homogeneous grouping, 

the teacher can deal more effectively with problems peculiar 

to string instruments. The homogeneous class seems to be 

more favorable, eebeolally in the beginning stages of study. 

Class 3ize. Sohs&tUBS. §£!* SES^iSS. BigW«W- « 

* that an average class of beginning string 
generally agreed that an averts 

. . ~ mors tfr"" ten students, if 
students should consist of not more than 

the class is to be effective. Two forty-five minute lessons 

per week are considered the least number of times a 



should meet his students. In schools where a teaoher has 

dlffioulty in meeting his students often enough, a system of 

rotation is suggested In order to avoid serious conflict 

with other subject material. 

Selection of -Methods. Recommended basic qualities 

whioh a music teacher should look for when he is selecting 

a string olass method book are the attractiveness and 

durability of the format, an adequate number of illustra

tions, the neoessary amount of theory, the presentation of 

technical problems together with clear explanations, the 

number of tables of musical terms and tempo markings, a 

list of objectives for each lesson, the quality and quantity 

of melodic content, the speed of progression, the lucidity 

of the language, and the method's suitability to the age 

and needs of the group. 

Hni np the Instrument agd Bow. Biere is general 

agreement among sources regarding the correct procedures 

for holding the Instrument and how. It le Important tnat 

the instrument and bow be held so that support will be 

provided where necessary and so that tension will be 

avoided. They should also be held so that teohnHue will 

be facilitated, not hindered. 

. Exercises which aid in linger Bowing Prnnadurea. jsxer&j.»w® 
, balance are recommended 

flexibility, arm movement, and 
t. niv,ore s eems to be agreement 

by experienced teachers. 
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concerning tne most effective procedures for teaching string 

techniques such as string crossing, or playing In all parte 

of the bow. Alec stressed Is the Importance of freedom from 

tension in the bow hand, wrist, arm, and shoulder, 

•'tiang. .Techniques Pizzicato lessons are suggested 

until left hand finger placement has been established on the 

strings. By using pizzicato, the student avoids having to 

oonoentrate on bow manipulation while learning finger 

patterns. Also discussed is the advisability of playing 

tunes which use note repetition so that assurance in placing 

the fingers is gained, plus special techniques and values 

of teaching the fingers-down concept, the use of the fourth 

finger, and training fingers to fall simultaneously on the 

descending scale. 

Tuning. For the student to tune effectively, sources 

indicate the need for good quality instruments with all 

metal strings that are easy to adjust and retain the pitch 

onoe it has been established. It is recommended that ear 

training begin early and continue relentlessly until the 

student can tune quiolcly and accurately by himself. 

qhvthm. Me teg, SSX 21 gnatureft. Experienced teacher, 

recommend teaching techniques fcr rhythm, meter, and key 

signatures. To teach rhythm It Is suggested that the teacher 

Illustrate note relationship, by displaying a chart which 



-mows the relation of one note to another. Sxarolses or 

mnemonics may be used to drill meter and key signatures. 

Vii£aio. Sources generally agree that the student's 

habits with reference to the placement of the left hand 

around the neck of the instrument should be firmly estab

lished before vibrato technique is started. The muscles 

vhioh are the propelling forces behind vibrato action are 

disouesed and the importance of avoiding tension Is stressed. 

There is a difference of opinion among sources as to the 

easiest string and finger to be used when learning the 

vibrato. The majority seem to believe that the easiest for 

the beginning student is to place the second or third 

fingers on the second to the highest strlng, and play in 

the third position for the violins and violas and In the 

regular position for cellos and string basses. 

Petitions and Shifting. Authorities stress the 

Importance of beginning to shift to the new positions before 

the left hand becomes anchored to the first position. If 

the left hand becomes anchored to the first position, it 

does not readily adapt to new situations. Informed sources 

dleouss the shifting process and the placement of the left 

hand when playing in the new position. 
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.•^SOifLTsgflat^ona. As stated in Section II of Chapter 

I, the purpose of this study has been to discover ways in 

.. lion the string program may be sufficiently Improved to 

make the shortage of adequate string players less critioal 

as well as to suggest teaching methods and procedures to be 

followed by teachers in establishing and maintaining a 

suooeesful string program. The following recommendations 

are made in the hope that perhaps through the use of the 

conclusions of this study, string programs can be devised 

that will make the shortage of string players less critical. 

Better Promotion of the String Program. The findings 

suggest that orchestras in the high schools are decreasing 

because of the lack of emphasis on orchestra and orchestral 

instruments and because of the overemphasis on bands. Lack 

of interest in string organizations results in the lack of 

oompetent string players. It is suggested, therefore, that 

string programs be established and promoted in those schools 

where string instruction does not presently exist, In 

schools where the program has been previously established, 

strong promotional forces need to be used to strengthen the 

program. School administrators and teachers should attempt 

to foster interest in the string program by every means 

available in the community. 

Mo re Good Quality Instruments» In districts where a 

string program has been established, better quality 
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Instruments can readily be added to the existing supply. 

Where string instruction has not previously existed, it seems 

reasonable to suggest that the teacher purchase good quality 

instruments even though he may not be able to purchase as 

many as desired. 

yore Effective Grouping of Students. Evidence 

indicates that homogeneous grouping is mors effective than 

heterogeneous grouping although each type has advantages 

which should not be over-loolced. It seems advisable, 

therefore, for a teacher to learn of the advantages and 

disadvantages of each, and to group his students to be3t 

suit "the ne eds of each individual. 

Better Selection of Methods. It has been found that 

some teaohers do not always use the best methods available. 

To be more careful in his selection, it seems advisable for 

the teacher to study each group1 s particular needs with 

thoroughness and to keep in contact with publishers so that 

he will always be aware of new method books as they are 

published• 

Better Th-alned Teachers. Sources generally agree 

that there Is an Inadequacy ot teachers trained to teach 

strings. Al. Inadequacy la perhaps due to the lao* In the 

teacher's basic education, since many problems Inherent m 

string Playing cannot be covered vlth complete thoroughness 

la a college string olass of one or two semesters. It i. 
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recommended, therefore, that the teacher constantly expose 

himsoif to magazine articles, lectures, and discussions 

dealing ./1th string problems 30 he can add to the basic 

education received in college* 

To make use of all the procedures suggested by this 

study, the teuoher would have to be teaching in an Ideal 

situation, because the difficulties involved make such an 

accomplishment improbable. However, the findings of this 

study do indicate a noed for improvement in many areas of 

the string program. Martin Feldman sums up the situation 

in a few words. 

The elementary string programs must be developed 
to the highest peak of efficiency and progress so 
that our school orchestras of today and tomorrow will 
not have the deficiencies and musical failures of the 
school orchestras of today and yesterday. 1 

1Martm Feldman, "the Mil-Balanced School Orchestra 
Department/' School Musician, XXX (January, 1959), P- 35. 
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